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hhiiSiiiThis is Uniwrsily Chronidt's

IUIIlualparodyedition.
Our intention,asalwaysisto
amuse,nottodeepJyoffend.
Theadffl'tisemmtsand
, . classilkdsarereal.Eojoy!

New s letter of Hillbilly Jim ' s Trailer Paradis e

. Inside:
' New danc~rs grace the
stage of Queen's Inn.
Mmmmmrnm!?
♦♦♦

Only you can save Mo's·
Family Feedbag!!
♦♦♦

Soap Opera Updates!
Wrestling preview!
Free HBO weekend!!!
♦♦♦

Sensual Spice's fresh
horoscopes - every
sign!
♦♦♦

Hillbilly Jim's office
ransacked - Jerri Sue
tells all.
♦♦♦

Lottery and Bingo
winners!
♦♦♦

Goof Doobie's annual
picnic busted, bingo
money seized
♦♦♦

SecondAnnual White
Man' s·Week schedule
♦♦♦

Trailer Park Council's
lnt~m from HCC:
Really Worthless
♦♦♦

Maintenance Tips
♦♦♦

Traylor Bunny speaks
♦♦♦

Bambi and Billy Joe tell
all on Jerry Springer
♦♦♦

Jock itch epidemic gets
salved.

PA(E A\ UL\BJ£- RE1'1T ORO'°"

<All l-800-255-3751, ASK FORJLM OR.JERRI SUE

H ill billy Jirn ' s

Briefs

1/2

nays

Come and get me, baby!

SoAPS AND 'fEuMsION Tms WEEK

or 0ur Liv~

Jennifer and Jack continue to fight off terribly wrong·, and Tony .is sucked into
Peter's unwanted attentions. Peter vows to anOther dimension until further notice.
make
Jennifer his and to be Abby's daddy.
Carley• hadn't whined enough in this
Marlena fin4s out that John is reaHy
Roman again. Not only this, but Stefano is While they fight, Abby wanders too n~ to : episode, so she seeks out Bobbi, who is· in
her father, too. She is glad for a bigger family. the edge of a cliff. A scream is heard - Jack shock over losing Tony, and they get into
another cat-fight. Carley even calls Bobbi
Sammy and Austin can't deny their and Peter begin to fight to get there first.
"mom" to add to the fun.
~ attraction any longer. Carrie is just too dam
Jason seeks out Robin who decicjes the
nice and Austin wants a liule ~pice ii:t his life.'
new Jason (or the old Jason?) is no longer any
Hope and Billie fight over the vial
fun
and decides she wants the new dark.
containing Bo's spenn. Eacti wants to carry
Jason reg'a.ins his memory and freaks out
his child and since he is missing in Africa, this after firl{l.ing out he slept with Carley and they handsome stranger who .has just wandered
·
could be it.
have a son together. He insists on having a into town.
Brenda arid Jax return . from their
Meanwhile, Bo and Carly find each other paternity test done and finally finds out the
wonderful honeymoon.
in the HumbaWumba Village. Carly has been kid is really his brother.AJ.'s.
Jax took her to Jamaica where she sees
Elizabeth and Lucky visit Laura and
doing research there. Vivian and Ivan are hot
on their trail, with Susan in tow.
Lezzley Lu for a week. Lauf"Jl tries to explain Sonny. Brenda and Sonny can't keep
Stefano cackles and watches all with what happened with her and Luke. Lucky their hands off each other and end up making
love.
Kristen, his new wife, in a helicopter.
decides he needs to forgive his father.
Marlena wonders how Belle is; and
Bobbi needs to get back together with • Jax is oblivious to all of this, and wines
and
dines Brenda for the rest of the Weekend.
realizes she hasn't been seen for weeks. Bo Tony and arranges a seance to bring back the
and Hope have similar ihoughts about spirit of their daughter BJ., who died in a cat At the same time Brenda is sneaking off to
Shawn-D.
aCCident a long time ago. The seance goes spend her nights with Sonny.

General Hospital

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
FIRST, MY LOVER,
I want you to meet me
out behind the office of
Hillbilly Jim's Trailer Paradise.

Sit down in the grass
and pick me a bouquet of
yellow and white dandelions.

WHEN I ARRIVE
I will tickle your most
ticklish spots with the yellow
heads of the dandelions.

You will laugh harder
and harder until you can't
hold back any longer.

HOROSCOPF.S

Forecasts for
this week
This is the week of love and
~ s come true for a few lucky
signs.
Scorpio and Capricorn are
blooming briglit this week. These
two signs will ·be finding more
loving · than if I waved my magic
wand and sprinkled -Lust Dust on
their lips.
.
Libra, dream - think positive!
Everything you've been wishing
and hoping for will be in your anns
and on your doorstep. That elusive
and wandering someone is glad
You're there. Believe in love and
believe you will get what you want.
Gemini finally gets smart and
realizes it is time to come closer
and see that special someone who

lµs waited so patiently for those • windshield. Just smile · and keep

sparkling eyes and the taste of those jogging, it will soon pass.
pink grapefruit lips. Make that ca11
Taurus, buy an extra Bingo card
soon, Gemini, you know this is the and bet the grocery money. This
one. Don't leave that someone looks to be your lucky week in
waiting and wanting.
finances.
Focus
on
your
Leo will have more dates than pocketbook and . forget about
any person should. This sign is' chasing the Bingo Caller. All your·
coming into a period of change and lucky stars are in someone else's
adventure. Perhaps a trip to an pocket. You' ll know tb:,.J,noment to
exotic and faraway land?
reach in and grab them.
Arie's may fee l slightly
.Have you been tripping a lot,
discontented. New energy is Sagittarius? It seems this is not one •
coming your way, Aries. Perhaps a of the easiest 6r most graceful
new love or a new home or both? periods of your life. You are in a
Go With your g4t. You'll do the period of growth. Growing hurts
right thing.
sometimes.
Cancer and Virgo are in a
Capricorn looks .forward to
slump. These· signs were sunshine another week of sunny smiles and
children for a couple of months. chocolate-covered promotions. You
Now, things are pl"Ctty quiet. Don't aren't having much luck in love, but
look for any surprise messages on the stars are dealing you a
the machine or a rose on your "".onderful hand when it comes to

YOU WILL SNORT
Then toss the flowers
aside and puSh me hard
~gainst the trailer.

Knocking over cans
and making alley cats and
stray children in diapers
scream and scatter.

WE'LL GET BUSY
In my double wide
deluxe trailer underneath the

stars.

It'll be so romantic,
You and me ... more exciting
than claimi ng the last copy of
the newest TV Guide - a ll
because I believed you'd
come and pick me flowers.
Send us mail: Hillbilly Jim's
Trailer Park Weekly, Jim & Jerri
Lindy's Trailer #15, Hillbilly
Junction, MN 56301-4498.
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TrJiler Attractions .................. 15
Classifieds .............................. 18

Jerry Springer
Jerry Springer hoste8 a series on fat
women who love skinny gothic punks last
week.
The highlight of the series Of shows came
when Springer tried to break up a · fight
between two ·or the skinny punk boyfriends.
Tenesha Williams, the obese girlfriend of
gothic punkster, Mickey Spence~ threw
herself on top of Springer and broke three of
Jiisribs.
Not to fear, though, Springer is ·back on
the tube for this week's line-up.
Monday night's show will explore
"Honey, I cheated on you with your sister, her
best friend and your mothers. But I still love
only you."
Tuesday. and Wednesday is a two-parter Springer is bringing back the couples he
introduced and marrying them all.
Thursday and Friday will be fabulous,

IN ·IIIsTORY...

1

YEARAGO•••

The staff of Hillbilly Jim's Trailer
Park Weekly were involved in some
serious skinny dippin' out near the old
mill pond behind Billy Joe Bob's
grandad's place (near the circle pines
where old man Thibideau still runs).
Several of the members were
exposed during what was referred to
by jealous law enforcement officers
who weren't invited as, ''the biggest
collection of @@#$!!#@ we ever
saw!"

Although no one was arrested,
many of the.staff came down pregnant
several weeks later. ·•It is. still unclear
who many ofthe fathers are and most
of the scaff doesn't care. .
Hillbilly Jim said. "Hell, we're all
one big dysfunctional family
anyway."
This appears to be true as most of
the staffers are related in one way or
another.
The only significant question of
interest is if and or when Hillbilly Jim
and Jerri Sue get unhitched, will they
still be brother and sister? The world
may never know.
See y'all in June!

This is not really

Clffij'".
mde

work. So go with this trend. You
might just find yourself reclining in
that comer office with a daiquari on
your lunch break.
Pisces' heart may have been
brokell recently. But, things look to
be on the mend. Concentr.ite on
new opportunities and say your
prayers. Thafs the only way to go.
There is nothing to report for
Aquarius. Keep moving, keep
pushing. There are no major
changes in the works. Think, think,
think. Now is a good time to clean
house and get rid of unwanted junk.
The key for any sign and any
person to have a successful week is
to think positive and believe in your
dreams. If you don't, who will? I
know that anything is possible ..
You just need to be patient and
hopeful. It will all come.
Smiles, Sensual Spice

'Ibis is p,l!Ody. "' lighten up.
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Cops search, scratch and sniff

needs to
write this
by Traylor Bunny

Trailer park P~radise owner takes it in the shorts
by Jerri Sue Lindy
WEARS BLACK LEATHER
UNDERWEAR ,. .

Hillbilly Jims· Trailer· Park

SMUT WRITER

The Queens fun has had an
overflow of exotic male dancers in

~~lb~ ~~~~i~~y'~~e:.rike "

~~

Weekly has refused to hao<l over
Hillbilly Jim Lincly's uocferwear in
response to a search warrant i':'
what is shaping up as a fight for

::r\?~£;:~ti!.i~

O' Beef, manager of the Rent-A~

stre'~t•~0 n~~;i~~:i:;,:is

cousin was not hit by a car, the cops

"How am I supposed to know if he
was wearing clean ones or not?"

fault if she wasn't such a stupid
woman this never would had
happened. No woman should be
allowed to drive."

dating Christie Brinkley.
"My cousin has always been a
little screwed .up," Lindy said
shaking his head. "He's a great

1~;:.~ ;;~~
that wo.ul4 rewrite a clothing law.
This law would make l:t clear
resideiits of the traile_r park could
not be issued a subpoena for a

J:~:a~:e:!·;it~?a~i:~~~~!! !:'!n::;:~~~~sa~i:: Co~~:fl~:

o~: kin~ swfo7" even asked what attorney though."

~~~g~:~ in
the morning.
"Like -I'm
going to eat
some
P.(>wdered
doughnut
some cop was
slobbering
over," Lindy
said. "Dici I
tell you I

oneor~7n;;~~l~~~o~!e'.:

~iE::(!

underwear. Jim was wearing the m
at the time.
Police
apparently
are
inveS tigating allegations Li ndY was
not wearing clean und erwear when
he was hit by Beui Sue Lutsen in
her 1976 white witti wood-paneling
Chevy Station Wagon last week
whi~:=~t'~~i=t the officers
to sit outside Lindy's trajler from 7

after I kicked his ass playing
cards?'
Also during this time Antfann
and Big Boy took down the full
names and birthdates of each staff
tne"mber in the room.
"What, are they going to send us
birthday cards?' Lindy asked.
Marky Mark Lindy, attorney for
Trailer Park Weekly and Jim's
cousin, wrote a letter to Where's the

~~~::Eii!:~?.fn:;,;,

~~r:..~in~:;i::~~t:v:~i:

.'.f~!~t~~~f~;rBoy

.pro;~~~v:~'JO:~~ll~e.
· in Jim and Jerri Sue Lindy's trailer
went" on strike without linin' up for about 24 hours Saturday as Sgt.
olheljobs so they all came to me," Larry. Bud Antfarm and Capl Big
said Sissy Horemonger, owner of ~y Johnson' from Bob:x.Rent-.;·
Queens Inn, an exotic dance bar in ·
P and Port-A-Potty st
~ts,
Ji!llbilly Junction.
· eating doughnuts and drinking
Though the professors are out of crappy coffee.
shape and don't move very quic~y.
''They showed up with a seari::h
they have been popular acts at _the warrant th at said they ·wanted my
bar. Horemonger said Queens Inn underwear,"Li ndy,editorofTrailer
has made three times the profit the Park. Weekly said. '1 just·don'tget it
bar normally makes each week.
:1o~'n't give my underwear tQ

said Priscilla Partridge, a regular
customer at- Queens Inn. '1 been
stuffin' their shorts with lots of cash
anyhow. I haven't laughed so hard
since my late husband Elmer was
sprayed by a skunk and fell in the
washtub back in '78."
The majority of the profit
increase at Queens Inn has been due
to the increased number of students'
attending the bar, Horemongersaid.
She said she has never seen so
many young people in the bar
because they're usually outside
protesting against it.
The students from HCC are
unable !O attend classes because
eve~ ' h~l~p1acemcnr'faci.Jlty' '
working at Queens Inn due to better
pay.
"I fee l this is the best way to
support our professors. If the
college won't pay them better, at
least we, as their students, can give
them good tips," said Tryme Really,
a senior at HCC.
Some faculty have even
considered keeping their jobs ar
Queens Inn. They are paid
everyday and people actually pay
attention tQ them when they are in
front of an audience, unlike
classroom scenarios.
"I'd ratheF degrade myself daily
and inake more money than have to
put up with those slaved.rivers at
Hillbilly ' State Colleges and
Universities," said Slow Poker,
professor Qf Indoof Plumbing and
· leader of the striking mob.
Poker said he makes more
money for less work while the
Hillbilly State Colleges and
Universities system is asking them
to work harder and take pay cuts.
"We will strip until HSCU
realizes what they're · missing,''
Poker said
The faculty have been on strike
because HSCU wants to cut their
pay and bring in monkeys to teach
extra classes and replace overpaid
faculty. Students have protested the
increased use of monkeys for
faculty and proposed pay cuts.
"How am I supposed to put
indoor plumbing in my momtna'.s
trailer if there's only monkeys and
idiots teaching indoor plumbing?"
said Bubba Wti'ite, a junior at HCC
majoring
in
Outhouse
Replacement.
White said he is forced to keep
watching his professors at Queens
Inn so he can get plumbing tips and
finish his mother's indoor bathroom
by Christmas.

Jt~r/:i!j~~

a.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturilay despite
th e
is just
1
pissed because I beat him at poker

..

Like I'm

=:r ~~~~;;.;

t~~yt~ai~~ over my unde_rwear,"
The Rent-A-Cops refused to
comment · on the on-going
investigation
and
continued
snacking.
"I am not going to comment On
the issue," O'Beef said. ''There is
an investigation . under way.
Besides, this is just a set-up to get
Lindy pissed .off. You heard he
kicked Capt. Johnson's ass at poker
and horseshoes right? So, the whole

Bait and Tackle when I heard this
scream," Hoolia said. "I walked
around the comer and noticed my
boss lying in the street. Since I had
just picked up my check I really
didn't care so I just kept on
walking."
1be police contacted Hoolia to
hear her side of the story and she
said she really couldn't tell them
anything.

Lindy added, "As the editor of
Trailer Park Weekly I feel this is a
chance to pill the Rent-A-Cops in
their place. Vote 'yes,' Trailer Park
Council."
In 1957, a sister trailer park in
Wilbur, Minn., was involved in
litigation regarding indecent
exposure when a resident went
stref,·nak, i~g•·c,•,c,.rosn.s the park in a state
0
0
0
"

~

eat

some /JOU)dered

doughnut Sonte cop
fobberi.
·

WaS ~

pre~~"~;,~~:

~~?~Ster
and little
boss
woman of
Trailer
Park
Weekly,
saw Lindy
get
creamed as
he crossed
the street.

aoina to

C

Hoolia

t~~t

ng.OVer.

Hillbilly Jim ·Lindy
BADASS

:iiifT ~1~;,i:~n\:v:~:';:~

are

Twenty-one means twenty-one'
by Sensual Spice

banning drink specials such as the "Whole
Famjly Drinks Premium Light for the Price of
One" specials.
•
Mo's Family Feedbag, home of the fast and
Worthless and Ho claim they are trying to
furious footlong, may be closing soon.
promote responsible consumption and prevent
Recent moves made by Really Worthless, an drinking by trailer park yotith.
intern from Hillbilly Community College for the
"Twenty-one means 21," said Magic
Trailer Park Council, may be closing Mo's Johnson, a really good role model.
always wide open doors.
As part of the effort to control family
"I've spent many a night slurping and consu~ption, Worthless and Ho have invited
smooching in one of the darker booths at Mo's," Magic Johnson to come to Hillbilly Jim's Trailer
Wonhless said. "But, Krissy ~d she wants Mo Paradise Fourth of July Bash. Instead of the
closed up. And I want Miss Ho tc, get what she usual drinking, ·grilling and passing out before
wants."
the fireworks display on channel 29, there is a
This is not the first move made by Worthless. hot dog eating contest and Bob's Rent-A-Cop is
Those who know him say he's a fast mover.
coming to serve Mocktails invented by the donn
"Worthless has already framed us for serving residents at Hillbilly Community College.
3.2 beer to minors on a Sunday night - he sent
"Isn't that nice," said Hillbilly Jim Lindy,
his niece and nephew in. I thought those were trailer park Owner, and spit some sunflower
Jerri Sue's kids - dirty little snots. The Lindys seeds on his shoe.
always come in for the 'Whole Family Drinks.
'tHillbilly Jim's thrilled to death," Worthless
Premium Light for the Price of One' special," explained. ''He's been trying to get Jerri Sue and
said Mo Money, owner of Mo's Family Feedbag. the kids to cut back on the Premium for years.
According to some, the Trailer Park She can really pound 'em. Ever since she had
Council's decision to create an ordinance that last kid, she Outdrinks Jim."
TRAILER GoDDESS

Jerri Sue snorted from the comer and hollered
for Ike to get off his ass and get her another beer.
''Quit crying or I'll give you something to cry
about," she said.
"
Mo and the residents of the·Trailer, Paradise
are the ones who will be crying if Worthless" and
Ho get her way.
'1 don't know if we can survive without our
liquor license and the specials. Jerri Sue pays all
my employees salaries with her business. Her
kids pay my other overhead cost. Hell, no one
cared about being 21 until Magic Johnson got all
high and mighty." Mo said.
Moodafer . Shindigler, Opi~soff editor and
Shop Teacher for HCC since the strike, said, "I
think the specials should stay. Drinking keeps
those kids off the street."
Shindigler said he feared the trailer park
youth might tum to something worse - like
drugs.
"I think there's more than just dandelion
weeds out there behind Hillbilly Jim's trailer," he
said and snickered. "Aaaawwww son-of-a-bitch
- get out of there, Ike!"
To support Mo's fight call 320-255-3751
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Rent-a-Cops bust Prez.
Worthless slurs:
Doobie's BBQ, bingo bash 'Kiss me? Please?'
by Ed S. Degenerate
STAPH INFEC°TED WRITER

Every organiza1ion needs to
fund-raise. Money is what keeps an
organization going. Without fundraising events, these organizations
would just cease to exist.
In May, self-proclaimed dictator
of the trailer park, Goof Doobie
hosted a BBQ and potluck dinner
for friends, companions and anyone
who was willing to pay to get in.
This event was different in that
the guests were required to bring

what they needed:
Usually

at these events a

catering 5ervice is provided; this
event was held as a pot luck event.
"I offered to help organize the
catering and provide staff to serve
hi s guests," said Femdenand

DeNoid, head honcho, chief bottle
washer and master ·dish dryer for

Rip You Off food services at our
trailer park. "Doobie just wouldn't
listen, something about a potluck
dinner. I couldn't make heads or
tailsofi1!"
In keeping with the_tradition of
potluck dinners, all invitations were
inscribed with Bring Your Own.
Some guests were confused,
took the BYO policy wrong and
brought everything they needed.
Guests could be seen draggi ng
tables, silverware, pitchers and
even kegs of beer into Bunny 's
Bingo Emporium.
Some confusion about the
amoum of Jell-0 to b(. brought to

,Baloogaloogalooga, who was
delivering potties in the vicinity, the
argument began when the bingo
caller made a mistake.
The two men hadn't heard the
caller eorrCCt himself and their
shouting proceeded to tum into a
fistfight.
· Some of the problems of the
evening were blamed on the excess
alcohol preseo.t at the event.
Because the event was BYO in
nature some guests brought
beverages ranging from bottles of
Captain Morgan to kegs of beer.
"It was a
fund-raising
event," said
Doobie. ''I
just wanted
to get the
money out
of · them.
Who cares· if
they broke
anything in
the process."
Doobie
The
The
HCC PRESIDENT
smearing of the
relllainder of
the evening
bean dip was
only the first in a string of incidents proved io be uneventful - mostly
for the evening.
.
drunken flirtin g and slUmbling.
During the bingo tournament,
However, the party began to
two unnamed men had to be break up about I a.m. when the
removed from the premises because guests began to run out of liquor
ofascuffie.
and food.
Bob's Rent-A-Cop and Port-a"Overall it was a good event,"
Polly was called to the scene to Doobie said, chomping on a
break up the scuffle during the the toothpick and rescuing some stray
BBQ meat from his teeth."Hell, we
third round of bingo.
According
to
Bob made some money, didn't we?"
the event created a mi ld scuffl e
amongst some members of the
trailer park.
~
Loretta Robinson of l 3E and
Abigail Thompson of 170 both
brought green Jell-0 salads, a fact
that created much tension between
the two and was ·only " resolved
through violence,
. 'The bitch brought the same
Jell-0 salad that I did - right down
to the grated carrots," Robinson
said. "I had no other choice but
to dump her Jell-0 salad on the
noor."
·
Thompson
had to be
removed from
the gathering
after grabbing
Mooney's bean
I
dip
and
smearing
into
Robinson's
newly set and.
styled hair.
Goof

just wanted to get
the money out of
them.

Really Worthless
hits it off with
Krissy Ho during
internship at park ,

i
2~J.~~::~

~~~· H~ appealed for a date at the
di~~v:~~:!°,~ ~~:'::p::~~,i~
nature.

"'It may be a sy1J1pathetic ploy or
merely a pathetic ploy," said

Gertrude Jealous, commi ssion
member. "He called several times,
both at the office and at home. I
. think he's just lonel)'.
In a Shocking development from
"I really don't think he stands a

by Jane Doe
THE GIFTED

th e Trailer
Park

the beginning
of
an
!nvestigation .
mto
accusations
Krissy Ho,

chance with her. She doesn't have a
sympathetic nature."
·

::~1~~:;t;i:f~

~
0 0

•

.

. . .. .
REALLY
WORTHLF.SS

the

commission president had intimate
relations with a commission intern.
Really Worthless, a public
relations intern to the commission
from June 1997 until February
1998, allegedly pursued Ho in a
relentless effo!"( to get a date from
her and begged for sexual favors
every time the commission met for
after-hours bingo - even going so
far as to publish an essay which
announced his cunent relationship
status in January. Worthless' essay
referred to himself as fat and
announced that ·he couldn't get a

the investig;tion and the.possibility
of the allegations being true.
Catholic Ruthie, a man who acts
as a piece of furniture (chair) for the
commission said, "No comment."
Hideous Hagen, trailer park
developer for the commission, said,
"No comment."
Kuwait Lassie, local judge and
seargent-with-anns
for
the
commission said, "No comment."
Local activists and complai ners
say they plan to follow this scandal
to the end. As for Worthless, his
latest comment went something
like, "Mhhhummph guph lt.irgh
harfph mxitamph." Detractors· say
the comment
was largely
incoherent due to Worthless' head
being inside a portion of Ho's
anatomy.
Guess lie got some.

Wise Words from the little Engine that Could
"I think I can, I think l can."
(fYI: He did! You can, too. You just gotta believe.)

Save the Earth . Here's scme ideas for recycling your 'Irailer

SUMMER JOB HEADQUARTERS

Park Monthly:

l.

~

Western

the cat litter.

STIFF I EBVICES.

tart Your Career at ACR
N:-fl.. has e,arur .opportunities in
the. Twin C.itie.s '5uburban are.a.
Worl( in the. e,ommunit1 with
individuals who have. .disabilities.
•FT and l'T positions
•benefits
•internships ·available
•rapid advanc.ement potential
f.~«\\enl •~perienoe for sludenls in lh• fitlds of
1's1oh:. f.duoalion, 'i>ooia\ Wor~. 'i>ooio\091, Nursin9
and man1 more!

wOrk your entire summer vacation, a_few weeks or a few months.
Find ciut how to qualify for college
TUITION ASSISTANCE for the 1998/1999 .school year!
• EXCELLENT WAG~
* FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULES
* GAIN INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE * HIGH PROFILE COMPANIES
,11 Offices to choose from. Call the office nearest you today to
pre-register for summer employment.
Hudson, WI
715-381-5500

Shoreview, MN

612-684-0040
Ch3.mplin,MN

Menomonie, WI

St. Paul, MN

6 I2-422-0225

715-232-9444

612-730-2987

Eagan,MN

~t;~rz1~j3MN

Western Technical
Bloomington, MN

ElkRiver,MN

Richfield,MN

612-851-0881
Fax: 612-851-9010

6 I2-441-4088

612-861-0044

Emai l: wtsminn@earthlink,com

Buffalo,MN

6I2-688-6668

6I2-481-9383

WORK is a four-letter word- so is CASH!
1-800-BE-A-TEMP -

Call Today!

Currently over 600 Job openi ngs Avail able

/>,.[..F,. ;fol>line (<,12) 4SS-'i'i'il
An U,O/M £mplo1ir

Western
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White Man's week changes name to satisfy whiners
fairgrounds will be ~tioned off to
host the collapsing porch event.
Th.is event gauges how many dogs
Well, the annual White Man's (stuffed since the animal rights
Awareness Week has been changed activist called) a contestant can get
to accomodate all · the whining under a porch without collapsing
activist groups at Hillbilly Jim's.
the whole shee-bang and killing
The events won't go away, but (Pretend) dogs. The one with the
will undergo a name change, which most dogs under the porch, and the
is sure to be politically correct most "live" dogs after the porch
enough for all concem(:d.
falls, wins. This event was Jost
This year, WMAW will be sometime during the last 20 years
renamed to Redneck · Awareness and pre-dates the Civil War.
,..Weck. This will surely please the
lslifll Ruthie, couricil member
women who complained bitterly, said, "It was about time we brought
aftediast year's celebration, that it back. It evyn gives the younguns.
they had been left out for too long.
an educational reason to attend.''
1be events are all the same and
The ever popular monster. truck
they include some popular' and tractor pull will commence at 4
additions.
Several
people p.m. Wednesday,
and
the
complained that too many of last contestants for this event are asked
year's events were too generic and to be at the gates of the landfill
left out imJX)rtant genres of various before 3:30 p.m. to make sure
sports. So the council added several everyone gets a place.. Special
variations to existing events.
appearances by FordZilla and
In answer to calls for more ChevLord are expected after the
diVersity in the lawn omamenc main competition.
placement competition, a new
After last year's seminars on
category has been added to the "Grilling - male privilege or excuse
event which will test the skill of to play with fire," and "Carp - not
appliance placement contestants. just for breakfast anymore," the
An additional contest will be hosted council decided to continue this
for those who grow the tallest event with minor changes.
weeds in their yard to hide all the
They are now gender equal
placed appliances. Judges will walk seminars.
ar_ound to contestants' yards to
Th.is year's seminars will be
judge each one.
"'Trailer Park or Mobile Home
In an event with a historical" Refuge - Which name will carry us
background, a separate part of the to 2001 ?," "Wo~ld Famous

by_Jane_Doe
THE GIFTED

Spam.my Butt-Cheese/HE.AD PHOTO GEEK

Ron Reverse Jeremy tries his hand at placing a flamingo during tryouts for the lawn ornament
placement competition. The porn star came in second place during last year's competition.
Rednecks from History" and
''.Who's your favorite Cracker?"
The keynote speakers for the
seminars are , Hideous Hagen, a
well-known trailer park developer
and currently rural planner, Knob
O' Shaughnessy . the county's chief
affirmitive action officer and well-

known Norwegian philOSOpher and
Starvin' Cryman, head of the
Redneck Coalition, respectively.
Seminars will begin Sunday at
noon and continue through Friday
evening.
The main event this year will
take place Thursday afternoon. It is

a re-enactment of the famed
Hatfield-McCoy feud.

Anyone v,shing to be a part of
the feud should contact Miss
Dasiy Grimly at the County
Historical Society/Undertakers.

She's usually in on Tuesdays.

J~otZ-£ ]KF\PPt-D vOH 1IT- ~Pptc:_~ .
Available 98-99 School Year
4 BDRM APTS
Quiet, Convenient locations

Universlt» Square H
Starting at $175
✓

Off Street Parking
✓ CoRtrolled Access
✓ Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ In_
d ?Locked Bdrms

✓

Laundry
✓ Air Conditioning
✓ Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker

Call ~ T o d a , ! !

253-1100
Just What Your Looking For!
What's important to you? At Menasha Corporation,
Integrity, Fairness, and Honesty are much more than
words. They are values that are represented in everything we do. It's a corporate mission that has put us at
the top. And it's creating tremendous opportunities for
those who share our beliefs.

Look at all that Menasha has to offer!
*

Entry Level Pay of $7.50 per hour

• Room for Advancement & Possible Business lnterships

• Stable Year Round Employment
• On the Job Training in Various Business Area

Are Your Interested? Contact. ..

~,,-~ MENASHA CORPORATION
Lynn Chavez, Division Human Resource Manager
640 60th St. So., St. Cloud, Minn. 56304
(320)252-0522
EOE/M/F/DN

ATTENTION:
Students registering for
Chem 210 Fall Semester
General Chemistry 1 Placement Exam
Effective for fall semester the chemistry department is implementing a
placement exam to determine whether a student will be allowed to reg,
ister for Chem 210 (General Chemistry 1).
You must pass this exam in order to enroll in <Shem 210. Students who
do not pass the exam should enroll in Chem 140 (Preparatory
Chemistry). Registration for Chem 140 does not require a placement
exam.
Students intending to take this exam should attend one of the times and
locations listed below. You must bring a picture I.D., a #2 pencil and
a calculator to the test!

This exam will be given at the following times
and locations:
Wednesday, May 13-11 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. BH 143
Thursday, May 14- 6p.m. to 7:30p.m . BH 143
Monday, May 18- 10:10a.m.toll:40a.m.MS116
Tuesday, May 19- lp.m . to2:30p.m.MS 116

:,
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Tobbaccy fest goes ~ff without a slurp
Native Americans
raise stink about
switch to Red Man
tobbaccy usage
during event
by Manly Boxer
TRAILER #6

The beer tasting

portion of the

TASTE CONNASEWER

Hey, all you trailer dwelling
dregs, it's time y'all gathe~d

'round for my n"ewzletter· yam
about the J:ifth Annual Tobbaccy,
Brew, Whiskey and Wine Tasting
Extravaganza held last Saterday.
As usual, those big picnik tables
on the west end of the Hillbilly Jim
Trailer Park, nex1 to Bobby Billy
Bloat's unit, "(ere the site of the
fete. The spittin' contest again was
held at the horseshoe pit. And that
squeeze cheese with Aunt Mabel's

generic crackers and chili hot enuf
to scorch a welder's mask were
served as palate cleaners
complimints

of

Big

fans. Axe the guy reading this to sassy little weed, worthy of another times each year when snobbish
you to write down that Mei Gong champeenship."
Brits (like Winthrip Merryweather
Wong recipe for barfing. If'n you
• Any stogies costin' less than a from Unit 3) and downhome good
don't believe in my reporting skills, haffa ' rock
c'aptured
that ol' Southern boys and babes like
jist try it for a real roto-rooter of subcategory again, edging the Joe Don Ron Butkrak and Missy
your pipes.
Robert Bums Black Watch tubed .. Sissy Kleevedge from Trailer 69
Anyhoo,
cigar of last even acknowledge each other's
the chewin'
year's
presence in the comfy environs of
tobaccy
snobfest.
Hillbilly Jim's park. Scotch of any
tasting
The
kind was tossed by the judges as a
contest was
Canadian
pissy sissy drink as was jin and
marred
by
entry in the wodka cuz they ain't -.got no color.
controversy
smokin'
Another .Mick, Big Bro Seamus
this
year,
category,
O'Lindsayer (Unit 53), tried to
day
altho
the
some killer enter some brandy he found in his
smokin'
mariwanna
fish house - sez it makes him
tobaccy event
from
randy . - but the judges weren't
was
Ontareo, was hearin' that pretender in the
unremarkable
disallowed
WHI~KEY category. Ten High
bull.
because the
because the edged Stabbin' 'n Kill for this
same brand
judges,
year's coveted frisky whiskey title.
Manly Boxer
of smokes
including
In the wino contest, Magdalena
LORD OF DARKNESS
won
top
yours truly, Splitzheri:ler seived as-judge with a
honors for the
couldn't
congregation from the cast end of
fifth
year
remember ·
the park led by Blood boss Smooth
straighl
whether we had a pot category, then Shiv Williams and ·TexMex
Some of our Native American we forgot which baggie we was ringleader
Herschez
Lopez
brethem and sistem made a kind of puffin' from. Aye, Jean-Claude Fernandez. A turf truce was called,
a silent stink about one of the Frenchy, label your weed next year, and the judges called it a three-way
popular chewin' entries, Red Man. ya dipstick, ya maybe couda been tie with Webber Liebfraumilch,
They didn't picket or nuthing, but da champ!
apple Boone's Fann and Silver
Mavis Walkin' Bear Ghost and
Now that beer tasting portion of
Elvis Frog Hunter jist pouted a lot the day was so much fun it would
until those Arkanesaws folks put draw a titter from a pit bull. It's a
that brand away. And them judges chance for us Irish folk with a bit of
pi~ked Levi Garrett as the tasty bubbly in the blood to shine in a
wmncr anyway.
crowd. WelL at least our noses
Then some Finlander named shine. As chief judger, J felt my
Harold Harry Harrimaki (Unit 35) personal favorite, Old Pile, ought to
from up north won the spittin' carry the day, especially after a
contest with a 61-foot cast, using palate-clearing belch. I ended up
Copenhagen as the juicy projectile. getting outshouted by a bunch of
Damn nice goober triple H; it takes Bohunks who chugged Blatz to a
one huge gob to beat Stubby clear victory, edging Milwaukee's
Lipscomb's (Unit 2) usual effort.
Best by the hair on a snail's ass.
Camel straights was the odds-on Loudmouths Clarence and Mildred
smokin' class victor to keep its win Kiteabigcheck (Unit 43) led the
streak at a perfect nickle. Marb impromptu beer guzzling parade in
IOOs were a distant second. Old honor of the Big B.
Aunt Martha Sue Ann Becka
Whiskey that makes ya frisky,
Forthwith of Trailer 11, chief judge, that's what them judgers were
took a drag: right off the nose tube looking for in this year's hard core
of her oxygin tank, and declared, "a booze contesl It's one of the only

Mama

Blitchfinch, rezident manager, and
Hillybilly Jim's main squeeze (Unit
30).
And about 300 of the park's
finest dwellers made appearances,
including lots of stray animals, and
turned Bloat's yard into an ethnic

mosh pit not unlike New York, but
with less smog and way more
smoke.
Man, I got to tell you from firsthand experiential sampling, it was a
chewin' and spewin'· grand time.
Just axe Unit J3's lead occupant,
Mei Gong Wong. Hell, he's still
huggin' the outhouse chair after he
swallered himself a chunk of
Beech-Nut chew the size of a dog
turd then chased it with a coupala
Micky Dee cups of Sloe Gin! Ain't
enuf Rolaids for that, moi faithful

was so much fan it
would draw a titter
·from a pit

"St. Cloud Technical College is

Totally

Satin garnering the 1998" honors. A
nasty little Chilean Chardonnay
was the sole runner up, falling back
when folks lemt you had to pull out
one of them corks to slam the stuff.
No fights took place this year
cuzharmonyprevailed. Nocoppers
With search warrants arrived to
" stoke the coals. Prolly a coupala
babies were made out behind
Bloat's fine m~tal shed. All in all,
this newsletter's taste connasewer
and skri_be can report neighborhood
parties are still a good thing-kind
of like tailgating at Queens games
in the olden days, only ya can crawl
home to your own trailer.
Andastheembersofthebonfire
in Bloat's barbecue grill flickered
to its inevitable death, and as the
last strains of "Don't Woory, Be
Happy," "GumByeYa" and "We
Are the Wurld" faded into the
shadoWs of the dumpsters, a lispy
drunken voice in back proclaimed a
vaguely familiar anthem, "and to all
a good night!" Maybe I'm mixin'
them metafours, or haloosinatin'.
Shit, there-are little pink worms
with happy faces coming.out of the
computer screen .

concerned

with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a

"'to

ceal job!" "Instmcto,s a<e

liveto
change
and to be
erfect ...
i">

Committed

ing the best education possible for you!"

"To

t~ rovid-

obtain a

good salary, a license or cerfifi cation is invaluable." "The
newest and best available

Technology

being taught

at St. Cloud Technical College is required for success in
the workplace." - A Studeiit"s Viell'

{Ak~

~=
t-tOUSEPAINTERS

.. .is. to have changed often."

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

- John Henry Newman

Sf. CLOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
{Jo/den Oppottunities

• Crew managers & painters needed

I

• Excellent pay & Incentives

9

4

8

-

I

9

9

8

MASS: SATURDAY: 5 : 30 P.M.

SUNDAY: 9 A.M .. 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION ' 251-3261
OFFICE : 251'.:. 3260

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities

• 4 day work week

(320) 654-5089, l-800-222-1009 or (V/T f Yl 654-5988
• l ~--tO Nort hway Drive • St. Cloud. Mc'! ~ 1505- 1240

, No experience necessary & pd. tranrg

ADAAcce..- Facilily A.ffirn>a1;,,e -qval()ppo<tuMyErucal0<aM E~

•Year round employment

JOBLESS

&

'Broke
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lawns need to tneet the standards
by Ed S. Degenerate
STAPH INFECTED WRITER

Lawn ornaments have been seen
gracing many· lawns in the trailer
park. All kind of items such as
plastic frogs, ceramic dwarfs and
wooden butts have been littering the
lawns in front of,the trailers.
. Another craze, which has been
seen~ dotting these lawns, is lhe
shiny lawn balls that are placed on
ceramic pots.
"I like 'em cause they're shiny,"
said Sheraldine Jones, trailer park
resident. "I can comb my haii; on
the way out the door."
Most people don'! have time to
mow their lawns because they are

i..awn improvement is a topic
whic!J 11¥ gained much popularity
in the tra!ler park lately. Many ideas
have been floating around as to how
to create an aesthetically pleasing
lawn.
"Lots of flamingos," said Stevie
"Ludwig" Beethoven, director of
pretty things for the trailer park.
"Oh yeah, make sure they're pink, I
like pink."
Many front lawns around the
trailer .park have been falling below
what
is
too
busy
considered to be
playing bingo
a
minimum
or waiting in
standard
by
line at the liquor
many of the
store.
park residents. "Display
"It's a shame
your
lawn
that
some
mower, don't be
-don't
people
don't
ashamed of iti'
even . have one
said FtOrence
car in their
lawn," said Joe
Florence Henderson
Schmoe.
"If
WINDOW WATCHER
they want they
can use one of
my cars, I sure
have enough for people to borrow Henderson, window watcher. "You
for a while."
don't necessarily have to use it,
there seems to oe some mough: ·
r
confusion about what is considered .
Most residents of the pad:: are
universally pleasing for lawns not able to use their lawn mowers
around the park.
because of the litter in their yards.
"Pink flamingos, you can never
"A smattering of beer bottles
have enough pink flamingos," said . and cans means that a family is
Beethoven.
active, that's a good sign," said

w

J,
,w

Display your laum
mower
be
ashamed of it.

,

Henderson. "But the thing is that
you can tell who the higher class is
because their lawn is littered with
Jim beam bottles."
''Pink. vour entire lawn should
be pink," screamed Beethoven at a
local resident. "Everything should
be pink!"
Ludwig however has other ideas
on lawn decorations.
,
"Ok, like, if the store is out of
pink, use purple," said Ludwig.

-

,o"'

~~o

"But use pink, even if you have to others are impeding on their lawns.
,, "Personally, I don'1 want be(;r
wait in line, use pink."
Park residents are forming a bottles and cans in my yard," said
committee that will consist of Pat Nelscin. "I think my rusted out
members who l!et all liauored uo swinl! set and erass is iust fine."
and then go throw their einpty. cans
Beethoven is . considering
and bottles into the lawns which are joining the committee for lawn
considered to be in need.
improvements.
.
"I don't care if we drink, I just
"I'm on the committee just so I
can drink," said Ike Johnson. "Lets want everything to be pink,"
get pissed!"
proclaimed B~thoven.
Many however are offended that

How to land a Fingerbutt job without workin
by Burt Seasame
. BROKE EDITOR
AND

Ernie Street
~ EfOBLESS EDITOR

Welfare checks will no longer be
accompanied by a Fingerbutt catalog.
· The Fingerbutt company would like to
hire its customers. The local Fingerbutt
company would like customers to work ·for
the products they receive.
Fingerbutt would like customers to put
their warehouse skills to work. No G.E.D. is
required to apply. Fingerbutt would like
prospective employees to have a sixth grade
education.
All employees receive a 2 percent
discount on all purchases made with an entire
Weekly pay check.
·
Prices of items are not going down. Prices
are iricreasing. It would be economically
beneficial for customers to begin working for
Fingerbutt.
The price of the 20-piece cookware set is
going up from $9.98 per set to $10.99. Many
other items are increasing in price. The New
York skyline picture is now 32 easy monthly
payments of only $4.29.
The finance rate is als"o increasing from 50
percent per item to 65 percent Mr item.
~hipping and handling is now $14.99 per
item.
Baby-sitters will be easy to find. When
neighbor Lulu sends her 11 kids outside with

only their diapers on and mud on their faces,
no one will ever know whose kids they are. If
it is snowing out possibly it could be harclerto
find kids playing outside. Children may put
on clothes in the cold.
The GoodWill is a place to go shopping.
People can find all sorts of clothes for their
kids. Yes, they do make clothes for kids.
Otherwise taking an old pair of. pants and
cutting off the legs could work for babies.
Children over five (who are potty trained)
can go to work. Fingerbuu is willing to hire
them and pay·them $0.50 a day.
When going to an interview (an interview
is when a person goes tp talk to the ~ead

Joe,wise "old story teller.
At the interview, try to wear SOmething
other than overalls. Take old furniture covers
off tq make shirts and skirts. Once someone
gets hired at Fingerbuu they can buy all the
furniture covers they want:
Grooming is imporfant when trying to
land the dream job. This means teeth need to
be brushed. A rack could probably be used to
get off layers of plaque.
Hair must be brushed. Forks will work as
combs, but not the plastic kind, they may just
break off in the mop. Helpful hint: wash the
fork first.
Shoes are necessary when walking into a

I worked once in 1969.
Grandpa Joe
WISE OLD STORY TELL.ER

person ,in a company to get a job where
people sit and talk indoors and not on lawn
chairs).
The interviewer first meets the candidate
they will want to shake his/her hand. Be sure
to spit In it first. That way he will know your
a real honest guy. ,
"I worked once in 1969. I dunk it was
hare!, and I had to cut my hair,"said Grandpa

public building. Shoes go on the bottom of
the leg, on the dogs.
But before the interview an application is
required. The application will ask for
previous employment. For that question put
government job, since the last check received
was a monthly one from the government.
When. the interviewer ,asks what kind of
experience you have, tell them you watch

QVC. They will surely be impressed by this
apd hire on the spot.
·Transportation will be the easiest part.
That old pick-up truck doesn't need to get a
ne© engine. Just buy a wheelbai'row (from
Fingerbutt of course) with at least IO extra
people. TwQ people will push the wheel
barrow while others pile in.
"I like my job at Fingerbutt. I think
everyone should get a job anO work with me,"
said Curly'Sue, employee at Fingerbutt.
Don't let the other workers make fun of
your ·Smell. If someone has a farting and
burping problem, that is no laughing matter.
Just go ahead and let it out. Fingerbutt. doesn't
want people bursting.
Now, some people may actually feel like
working when they get hired. Just don't do it.
If one person works they will think everyone
-has the ability to work.
If someone is·seen working someone else
will need to go punch them in the gut. With
all that blubber it won't hurt, but maybe when
they fall back· they will hit their head and
knock some sense into it
··
The most .iniportant thing to remember is
· the toilet is inside. Don't go pis.sing outside or
inside.
The motto for the working class is as
follows: don't go to work before cartoons are
over, don't work at work, and if you stay there
six months, employees receive a free plastic
seat cover for their pickup truck.
The applications have been included with
the last Fingerbutt catalog sent out. Just give
the application to the man who ·brings the
monthly check.

I Iillhilly Jim's

Trailer;s

Nude .Twister

Everyday, All Day

The concept has been proposed and implemented in school systems
all over the country. It has met wiUJ some criticism, but acceptance
from educational critics has· slowly sub$ided. The issue: Ebonics.
And HCC has jumpe4 oa the bandwagon. A proposed major in
White Trailer Trash Ebonics is pending final approvaJ from a blue
ribbon committee and cOuld be implemented as early as the fall.
"Ah kain 't t'ink of uh bedder way to reach on out and grab us a
peace of di_s ~ide population squattin' here in Centra1 Minnesodda,"
said a bJue-ribbon clad member of the committee, just before he let a
monstrous chew spit fly from the gap where a front tooth used to be.
"Dere's so much leamin' dat deze peeple coule be doin' 'sted uf jist
sittin' on dere butts drinkin' beers."

The curriculum Will be part of the language department here at
HCC and will be structured most like any other language, including
foreign languages. However, the introductory 100.: and 200-level
classes should be easy ~nough for a child to grasp. In fact, that aspect
of the program would open the University up to a whole new market
of students.
"Oat's becuze we ·mite git a few uf da britest Hy Skool chickies
come over frum Tech ovuh dere by Lake Jore -... Lake Gor ... Lake Cir
... you knows, dat puddle ovuh dere wherez a]J dem kidz hang out,"
said Cletus Snow, Stearns County truck driver and HCC aJumni
representative to the blue-ribbon committee.
When asked about t~e possibility of further outbreaks of Stearns
County Syndrome here on the HCC campus, one high-ranking
University official who didn't want to be identified had this to offer.
"We have examined Ebonics in schools all Over the country and we
are confident that we should have no prob!Crns, family-related or
otherwise," said OfficiaJ X after a blue-ribbon meeting. ''We have
looked at several schools in places even more backwards than Stearns
County and to date we ain't seent any of dat ... damn, that's
contagious."
·
White Trailer Trash Ebonics, which will.be known as W1TE in the
registration manual would start with basic vocabulary. X said it would
be easy for many students, no matter how ignorant, to grasp. X cited
examples of "their or there or they're" and how easi ly it tra,nslates into
"dere."
According to HCC Prezident Goof Doobie, the possibility ,for
expanding diversity in HCC's curriculum would grow exponentially.
"It's going to be the most way-out, heavy, in-tune teaching around,"
said Doobie, taking time to·exhale his hit of Marley. "Hey man , there
is simply no limit to the number of1:lasscs or scope of the diversity
this could open up. WITE classes are just the beginning, man. I can't
see this as any kind of_bummer. It's gonna be a great trip.
"Bummer thing is though man, thCbiology department might have
~o stop growini this,'' Doobie says, brandishing his Marie)', ''And start
growing some good Minnesota wheat so W1TE classes would have
fitst-hand experience in the art of making whiskey.
·"It's downright heavy, man. We believe strongly that we can make
anyone talk like a Steamie by the time the core currictilurn has been
completed," Doobie said, exhaling again. "Heck, man, I took da first
• class ovuh dere and Ah kin already grab ontuh mose of dem ideers.
Wait a second, what was I talking about ... ?"
ApprOval for the WTIE program should be completed in a week or
so and should be offered in the fa]l as new curriculum.
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Hillbilly Jim Lindy
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Jeeter Joe Bob, a.k.a. Babba
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Sensual Spice
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Jerri Sue Lindy
WEAJIS BLACK LEAlllER llNDl!RwEAR
Moodafer Shindigler
I BoMe YOUR Pu.CE

STAPH0Pls.50FF
MOODAFEJ! SHINDl~LER, I 80MB YOUR PLACE

I was a plastic lawn dart champ
I love steak I have a lot
of experience running a
grill, I need a job, If
Really Worthless can get a
pseudo-date,with his righthand man, then the odds
of me getting a job are
pretty good, I'd
like to work from
noon to 2:30 'and
then go home and
watch porn all day
and eat Cheetos,
This way Really
Worthless and I
will have afot in
common,
I also have experience
setting up plastic
swimming pools and
plastic lawn ornaments,
and also I was a plastic
lawn dart champion before
they were outlawed
,
because some freak killed
his kid with one when he
was all drunk and mowing
his lawn,
The muffler on my
1972 Dodge Dart fell off,
and for some reason I
drove all around town
thinking this was the way
to pick up high school
women, especially the
women over by Hillbilly
Jim's place, I used lo hang
out by the bike.racks at
the playground and hope
that some new mother
would take.me up under
her wing because my
mother always tried to
teach me stuff, and she
sure as hell couldn't fly,
And where is Really
Worthless anyway? He

used to hang out here all
Community College
the time because his ,sorry teaching, I hear they are
ass couldn't find a job.
going lo strike and the
boss people want to hire a
Now he's working at a
feed elevator, and he
bunch of idiots to replace
thinks he's too good for
them because, hey, ari
us, like he's some sort of
idiot is so much cheaper
than an actual
plastic Jesus,
knowledgeable professor,
My mom
doesn't even know Why be the best when you
can hire a bunch of fools
him and she says,
"Hey, why don't
for next to nothing?
,._
you @#$$# and go
And why is it that every
time I'm in a hurry
get a @#$ !@ and
pull your head
cruisin' across campus I
@#$@$@# and if run into everyone I know
you think we 're
bui if I have all the time in
gonna let you sponge off
the world I look like a
of us then #%A&% and
spastic kid with a pork
your dad said"@#$&A
chop growing out of his
because
head and
@$A%$& but
not even
if your *&A%
a starving
and #@ !5 then
dogwill
play with
you can go
I look Ukea
to$#%#$% and
me? Is it
spastic kid with . Murphy's
$#% !$, and,
that's all I have
Law or
a pork chop
to 'say about
should I
growing out of just chalk
that, you
!$#$%A
his bead and not this one
@#$@#
up to El
even a starving Nino
$%@##$%
and
@##." My
dog wilJ.play with take it for
mom, God love
what it is
me.
her. !just don't
-some
know what I'd
kind of
do without her because
damn· learning experience?
she always taught me to
Do I ask too many
be an upstanding young
questions?
man and also not to swear,
Am I bugging you?
Do you feel like you
She's a bit worried that I
won't find a job, but I ·
could stick your feet in
guess I can always go
your mouth and they
work at the feed elevator,
might come out your
ears?!
don't but I'm sure
Or maybe I could get a
job at Hillbilly
someone does.

I
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IFYOUC"'NC OUN'l

Bombarded by

Mad people shQuld go .away, .please

cio you ever get .that not-so-fresh feeling? So do I,
every time I see one of thOSe douche commercials
when I'm sitting at.home in my double_-wide trailer
·• home, eating greasy potato chips.
, . !(m watching my favorite daytime drama. Erica
Kane just revealed that she stole her sister-in-law's
baby during a brief lapse of sanity. Of course there
has to be'a commercial·break.
I'm on the descent of an

I would like to write a letter to the editor about all Paradise fixing trailer tires. That's his only source of
the racism ~at has been g~ing on h~re on o~
income anyway and_if he can't aff<;>rd to tutof himself
campus. I think that those mvolved m the racism
when the college strikes, then what on earth is he
should really chill out. I mean, come on man why
supposed 10 do? When he got all the fish home he
does everyone have to be so mad all the time.
was trying to bong this 40 oz. bottle of beet and then
Why do they always have to be trying to cause
th_ose damn riazi youth Rent-A-Cops come fl)'lng in
problems and all that jazz. I thought college was
busting him for everything from the slowdown ,in the
supposed to be fun, full of beer and casual sex on
economy to the fall of the Berlin Wall. And you
Bunny's Mall, but SOME people here insist on
know what the funny thing is? Wel,l l'll tell you.
ruining our fun. First they had the riots. Man, that
They were so busy trying to Rodney King the poor
was awesome but then the damn cops had to bust ' guy they didn't even notice the 8 foot marijuana stalk
that up. What'.s the problem with a iitt1e bit of
· in his window or the sweat shop he was running Out

• . ads
saru:tary

adrenaline rush from the show
when all of a sudden a bunch of
teenage, giggly. girls fill the

adolescent aggression and teenage rage? I thought
college was where you 're supposed to find yo~tself
~d find out how much beer you can drink before

of his closet. What kind of security is this? I .tell ya,
y9u do not treat my people this way.
So in conclusion I would just like to say that

screen, talking about boys,

you fall down ~d stali a plastic fork between.your

fishirig isn't all that bad especially considering the
food they try to serve us in the cafeteria. I like the
pizza in a cup but other than that they are really
lacking in quality. One time I found a small dog in
one of my chicken nuggets. I thought if anything I
would find maybe a small bird since it was a chicken
nugget and not some sort of dog nugget or even a
cow nugget.

pimples and the facts of life.
Then, the words, "Always.
Cleaner, drier, now protects
even bettet" penetrates my .
WIU.YOU
mind.
SCRArcu-MmcH
Is it 8 natural reflex to flip the •
channel, or do my body muscles cringe and convulse
with' disgust, and the rell!ote just happens to be in

my hand?
No woman I know relies on commercialization in
selecting the sanitary productS.of her choice. Either
your mother starts you out on the products she uses
and you fall in line, or you do what everybody _else
atthemobilehomeparkdoes-whateverison
special is the product that goes into my shopping
cart.
Movies like Reality Bites even Use Jines like,
'That new Maxi dry weave actually pulls moisture
away from your body." Doesn't toilet paper do the
same thing? That's what I use when I run out of
every thing else down at trailer park junction.
•Tampax Multipak- "Because all women have
different flows." What am J, a river? With all these
different "flows," I could live in a: van down by the
river with Chris Farley.
I want something made by a woman,' for women,
and that's why I choose o.b., "With or without the
applicator." Does.that conie with directions?
"MoJ?,istat7 _ easy treatment, easy cure." Now we
even have to listen t0 people whining about their
yeast infecijons on television. I wonder what would
happen if you put a piece of bread Off the counter, .
put som~Vagistat3 on it and left it out for a few
days. Would the yeast be taken out of it? How do
these doctors detennine how fast they can cure a
woman's infections?
PreparationH - because you·don't have time for
hemorrhoids. Hemorrhoid - an itching, painful mass
of dilated veins in swo11en anal tissue. Why don't
they stick that definition into the commercial? If we
have to look at a man smiling and holding a tube of
PrearationH, why don't we have him say,
"PreparationH - fof all your swollen anal tissue
needs"?
I get so embarrassed when my trailer•dwelling
friends tease me, because they know it's my
grandma, who lives in the silver sun·reflecting
mobile home Q,ext door, who started.her career on
that commercial, running around, shouting, "Get
back into life with Depends." Come on, guys, she ·
doesn't really wear a diaper, it's all for money!
So, on this Summer's Eve, when Tdon't feel as
fresh as usual or I get that feminine itch, I'll
remember to .use my vinegar and water scent, or
maybe peaches and cream ... or how about garden
flowers, or the next new thing that comes out on t. v.
Hey, do you think I could use Summer's Eve's
fragrances to spruce up my trailer home?

temples, and that reminds me of this one time when
my friend Clarence was fishing.and he caught this
huge motherfucking carp and the thing had about
seven fish hooks attached to its mouth and Clarence
was like, "Wow, I can fill my whole tackle box with
this fish." So he cut off its head and put it in the
tackle box because he was too afraid tO pull the
hooks out and lose the fish, and he didn 't want to

lose his fishing license because he had a DWI the

Flob duC~ampellemansenstenbergersteinersonmanville
week before, and he was down to his last license,
Correctional Shoe Studies
and if he lost that one then he probably wouldn't be
Senior
able to ~eep his job at Hillbilly Jim's Trailer Park
·=Jf==;==::=~===.=;,,,.==,kn=======h=======.=====.===

you must.

ow, t e :ta.pes are 1fl•••

.
Anyone who's any'one would have a clue as to
where the tapes are. When you apply to live at
Hillbilly Jim's Trailer park Haven and IF yoll are
accepted, you are given a courtesy tape giving ·a nice
and wholescime introduction to the world of Trailer
Park living. If you take that tape and fast forward it

to 1845 on the counter (which is Hillbilly Jim's
weight mulitplied by pi), then you will see the
infamous footage that has everyone in an uproar. l
don't see what the big deal is with these tapes.
HillbiUy Jim has just as mu~h of a right to sunbathe
in the nude as all those damn sunbunny bitches over
at Hillbilly Community College. Jim has a really ·
nice ass, too, but he could use a few more tattoos

somewhere on his body. •
In my own trailer park we are proud to display
our grizzly bodies for all to see. What's the big deal?
Although most of us are over 50 and members of
The Lost Limbs Society, we still parade our naked
glistening bodies with pride. For those of you who
are too ashamed of yourselves and running around
trying to create some sort of scandal for Hillbilly
Jim, knock it off, and I really mean it! .
Marv8cus Bamboozler
President, Lost Limbs Society

Hey, .suck my @%#$@.$ everybody
I would like to take the time lo you 'll do well now that I have
say goodbye to a few people
gone and I wish 14,000 of me on
before I graduate May 22.
you.
I have known many of.you,
To the friends, close or
some for years. I a1so feel it
otherwise~ that l've met while
important to tell everyone how I
here - good luck and take care.
feel and make sure they
To the people I have little or no
understand my point of view, e_ven use for (you know who you are)if they don't agree.
EAT ME! I'm sure you'll miss me
To all the professors I liked as much as I will miss you.
thank you. Thanks for pulling up
To those of you who feel no
with incredible stories of locusts, · need to be a part of anything or
plagues and natural disasters
· join any clubs to further your
which coincidentally occurred the careers while you're here-there's
day before a test or project due
a big coffipany in the sky called
d_ate. Thanks for your guidance
Underachievers-R·Us - I'm sure
afld Understanding during times of . you'll do well there. P.S. I don't
real difficulty. Thanks for
want any of you to apply where
everything.
I'm going. (thanks to Gretchen for
To those professors who
supplying the titie.)
woUldn't listen - even when the
To those of you I didn't get the
chance to meet - I look forward
excuses were real - thanks for
your unde~tanding. rm sure
to seeing you on the outside.

Good luck to.you, too.
And finally, to those special
few of you who have truly earned
my disgust with your lack of
understanding, compassion or
general disinterest in anything or
anyone other than yourselves - if
We should ever meet on the street
in a few years, pretend you don't
know me. I will be sure to
reciprocate.
All in all, it's been a great life
here and I will miss much of it after a long break from most of
you.
See ya around.
Jane Doe
Mass Communications

Graduate - May 22

Nothing left to say except if you have a letter and you want to send it in you can shove it
up your ass and hope that it gets here. Maybe we'll.read it and for sure we'll all laugh at iL
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. * 1, .Z 3&1BdrmApts

* Single rooms starting at $179/1_2 mo lease
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves

• Air Conditio11!f'S

• Laundry Facilities

• Utilities Paid
• Garages & Decks

• Reserved Parking

• Secun'ty

Openings for the 1998-1999 Schciol· Year ·
F6ur bedroom townhomes for individuals
01: groups up to four.
Campus Clipper .ind Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

June- 13, 14 1998
College of Saint Benedict
St. Joseph, MN
nckets at First American Bank

fl ~~~9!<"~:!!:~~~~
O~na.inp • love s tments • Tru s t• lns u , ~r.ce

Features Include: • Heated S_wimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in .
Bedroo~ns • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher · • Air Conditioning
· • Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
.? • Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
,
• Individtial Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For At/ult Housing At Its Best,

Call 252-2633
EXCEL Property

Mgmt. Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE .
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.

Locations in MN, ND, WI

Info: 320.259.1199 .

www.bigsingusa.com

.JEANE THORNE
® INC.

"The Civilized Employment Solution"
.

\3

•Your school year is finally coming to an end and it's time to think
about enjoying the summer that lies ahead! How would you like'
the opportunity to join a top-notch company that can offer you a
flexible summer schedule and great pay starting at 88.00 an hour!
•We have full and part-time opportunities in a variety of office
support positions such as customer service, accounting, adntinistrative and legal assistant~, word processing receptionist and dataentry. If you're looking for experience and exposure as _YOU begin
your career search, then call Jeane Thome today!

•Scholarship Opportunities

-Great Pay Starting at $8.00 An Hour
•Full and Part-time Employment
•Flexible Staffing

Minneapolis 321-9488
St. Paul 223-8920
Eagan 454-9171
Roseville 697-1797
Crystal 537-8803
Eden Praire 944-2911

www.Jeanethome.com
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HCC instails new drill
Offensive drills feature new tactics
by Throbbing Pants
EAT MY SHORTS -

The Hillbilly CommUJ1ity College football
squad has installed a new meaning to the term
stiff arm. ,-

we' ll have a leg_ up on the other-teams next

seasbn."
Bowman can only lend his dog for two more
days, and players hitve become so fond of the
lab ther are thinking of.purchasing labs of their

In an attempt to become
more competitive in the

always rugged North Central
Conference, HCC
has
practiced a new move, that

has a player grabbing for his
penis when approached by a
tackler. ·

While

·

many

defenSive--- players

of the
'were

unwilling to practice the drill
duririg

recent . spring

practiCes, coaches had to
resort to using dogs as
defenders.

Former HCC quarterback
Toad Bowman came to a
recent practice to lend · his

black lab.
After the first day of

practice, several of the HCC

Senior q'!"rlerback Mon Jiller gives the new quarterback sign for go deep.

own.

,:I really, realiy like
having
that
dog
at
practice," Jiller said. "I'm
so happy with the new drill,
that
my
girlfriend
is becoming jealous of
my
new
practice
techniques."
As much as the players
are adapting to ,the new
drill, Spartan told the
players oot to get carried
away with it"
"When I was a kid,"
Spartan said ''.My coaches
installed this drill and many
of the players on the team
would begin reaching for
their units during the
middle of a time out. We
got penalized for illegal
procedure and we ended up
losing- the game. I don't
want any of our players
.thinking they can grab their
• units without asking me
first"
After hearing the strict
instructions given from
Spartan, players such as
senior wide receiver Milk
Finnegan said they were
prepared for the new look
HCC football squad.
"Whenever someone
reaches to tack.le me, I'm
going · to either rip ass or

My coaches
installed this drill,
and ma,ry of the
players on the
team would begin "
reaching for their
units during the
middle of a time
out Wegot
penalized for
illegal procedure
and we ended up
wsing the game. I
don't want a,ry of
our players
thinking they can
grab their units
without asking me
first.

football players were pleased
with the new drill.
"At first I didn't know
what to think of it." said
HCC starting quarterback
Mon Jiller. ," But, Bowman's
dog sure knows how to put a
good lick on you, that's for
sure."
After the first day of
practice was over, 'head
coach Ole Spartan instructed
each of the offensive players
to go home and rub their
respective units 100 times
Ole Spartan
while watching Baywatch.
HCC FOOTBALL HEAD COACH grab my dick," Finnegan
Many of the players were
said. "I'm sure that will
~appy ~ ith the extra
make people think twice
curricular activities. Senior
before putting their arms around me."
wide reciever Spike McKskinny said he was
The football squad will resume practice this.
pleased with the home practice drill.
fall when school resumes.
"I think every guy on the team was
'{Many of the players will spend their offalready familiar with the .Baywatch· practice
season
watching Baywatch.
drill," McKskinny said. "I definitely feel

..

.Sioux change nickname to Spitting.Spew
by Throbbing Pants
VEGAS BABY

With all the controversy
revolving around the_ llickname
used 'by the University of Snort
Dakota Fighting Sioux - the Sioux
have finally given in, a'nd decided
to change their nickname next
season to Spitting Spew.
After week long meetings,
SDFS officials decided it was time
for a change and left the the new nickname.
University of Minnesnowta
responsibilities up to a local dance
bar, · which held a "Name Your hockey fan Shelly Welly stated her
opinion
on the new team name.
Team" contest.
After tallying the votes, the new . "Yeah baby!" she said. "It's
shagadelic
baby!"
team name Of Spitting Spew was
Local people around the
announced at last call.
Many players and fans around Hillbilly Junction area had no
the Western Collegiate Hookey comment on the issue, but HCC
Association and Nerd', Central hockey players Fryin Fisch and
~nference were in good taste of Mac Toga were pleased with the
change.

I'm lookingforward to see what their team wgo is going
.
to be.

Grand Sparks are.

Fryin Fisch
HCC JUNKlR FORWARD
"It will be neat, because I'm
looking forward to the type of
people that come out and protest
this nickname,""Toga said. "I think
they finally found a team name that
everyone can relate to."
''I'm looking forward to see
what their team · logo is goirig to
be," Fisch said.
Rumors are flying that a blown
up picture of Monica Lewinsky's
face will take the place of the indian

there is no room for stupidity in the.
classroom," Cliton said. "If they
want a big time logo, they should ·
put my daughter Chewy on the
jersey."
Am~ingly, the only group of
people protesting the logo switch,
are the Native Americans 4n the

.

Here is the results from the
name your team contest that was
held at a local Spotks Bar.
head that represented the 'Sioux.
Other people have requested
that a photo of Paula Jones be
installed on the left sleeve, as a
remembrance to the late great
President Hillbilly Cliton.
When Clitoll first was infonned
of the logo possibilities, he had no
comment on the issue, but after
further review, he stated his
opinion..
"If I said it once, I said it twice,

I. Spitting Spew
2. Fighting Sluts
3. Alcoho~cs

4. Nice Floods
5. Oh Me So Horny
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by Bonged MySavings
GdT A QUARTER

With the MinneSflowta Phins poised to
pack it up and head south if the state does not
pony up the cash for a new st8.dium, fans in
the area are left w.Ondering if this season of
baseball in the Land of 10,000 Lakes ·will be
the lasL
Owner Pa'rle Cohlad did little in the

,:,

offseason to· convince fans the team is worth
saving, yet somehow the Phins have found a
way to hang around in the American League
Central standings.
'They're not ~oo f"'#$%@1 bad ... ," said
Hillbilly Junction quarry · worker Marcus
Erickson, . ''Considering· the geezer they've
got running things." •
Currently, the Phins are below .500 at I522, but only five games behind Centra1 frontrunner Sleaveland.

The Phins are actually, using Cohlad's

shenanigans as a rallying point for their
season.
"We're not going to let that old bastard

ruin things for. us," said manager Qom
Smelly. "We play 162 games for-Christ's

sake. We can't afford to waste any of them."
Smelly said that the team has set up a
beenneister in the dugout so that the team can
enjoy a few cold ones between innings and
when they are getting blown out of games.
"It's definitely been a big sell with the
players," Smelly said. "Especially (Don)
Spoomer. Man, that guy can really drink."
The idea has led to more errors and a few
stains on the astroturf at the Retrodome, but
Smelly sii.}'s that it has also led to higher
morale, something the Phins have lacked in
recent years, and something they need badly
to get through this year.
"Guys are actually looking fotward to
coming to the park every night," Coomer

...
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said. "I think we've won a few games solely
because of the kegs in the dugout."
Second-year player Rod Stalker, who
played third bR last year before the trade of
Stuck Knothead in the off.season, has shown
drastic impovements this season that most
agree is attributable to Smelly's new system.
As of Wednesday, Stalker was fourth in
the American League with a .365 average,
and has cleaned up •his defensive play. since
moving· to second.
Smelly has also been known on OCCasion
to bring in a few call girls for his troops on
night when they win a game. Leftfielder
Tardy Boredover claims that the promise of a
little action after a hard-fought victory has
been the key to the Twins success, albeit
mOOerate, this season. ·
· "When guys know that there might be a
couple of hotties waiting by their locker if
they win," Boredover said. 'That can really
motivate somebody."

None of the players' wives were available
for comment about the call girls.
Apparently, the only MinnesOQwta players
who aren't happy about the .kegs in the
dugout are the relief pitchers.
"Were stuck down in .the bullen," said
reliever Mick Aguiara. "We just can't keep
walking back and forth everytime we need a
beer, you koow?"
The Phins pitching ·staff, by the way, has
the lowest earned run average in the AL.
The team ITlight not be here nex:t year
(depending on whether Cohlad actually finds
a city willing to give hil!l $400 million to
build a stactium for a team mat "stumbles" to
last place every year. The team may not win
their divisio this year, and they may not even
finish with a respectable record of any sort.
But .as long as the beer is on tap in the Phins
dugout, they should at least be fun to watch.
If you can fire up your pickup, get on down
and see them before they're gone.

McCracken turns pro
HCC loses another player to NHL
by Bonged MySavings
RODENT LOVER

Defenseman
DYce
McCracken,
a
HCC
sophomore, is the latest hockey
player at the school to bolt from
his academic load and head for
the professional ranks.
The
departure
of
McCracken, who has no points
through two years with HCC,
came as quite a suprise to Head
Coach Krag Dull. Dull was
expecting McCracken to return
nex:t year to help shore up the
defense.
"I'll say," Dull said.
"(McCracken) was probably
the last player I was expecting
to lose. I'm not sure what we're
going to do now. I guess we'll
have to try to replace him
somehow."
McCracken un Wed~ay
signed a deal with the Mighty
Sucks of Anaheim, and told
Hillbilly Jim's that he ex:pects
to start the year in Saltmore, the
Sucks top minor league
amliate, and maybe crack the
big league lineup sometime
during the season.
Head Coach of the Sucks,
Peter Pajier, when cofltacted by
Hillbilly
Jim's . seemed
confused about the McCracken

think you have the wrong
number. We're a profes'sional
hockey team."
McCracken was ex:cited
about the opportunity, and said
he hopes to make the best of
things while in Saltmore or
Anaheim.
"I'm definitely happy,"
McCracken
said.
"My
teammates were telling me I
was crazy, that I didn't have-any
chance, but I_'ve always had
confidence in my hockey
abilities. I just think maybe this
wasn't the best place: to
shawcase them, or something."
McCracken becomes only
the latest in a long line of
players from the state to make
their way into the Mighty Sucks
organization.
Former
University of Minnesnowta
players Deaf Mealson, Pike
Growley, and Stan Grebil are
all currer,itly playing for the
Sucks, and fom,er•HCC star Pat
Mullen, who also left school
early last year, spent some time
on the Sucks top line this past
season.
0
"He called me two weeks
ago," said McCracken's agent,
John Kuhne. ''To be honest, I'd
never heard of him, but you
know (agents), we're never
ones to tum down some cash.
Through an act of God, I was
somehow able to sell Anaheim

on him. I'm still not sure how,
but as long as I get my cut, I
don't care, either."
"Don't get me wrong," Dull
said, "I wish him well. But I
don't understand what's going
on here. How much money did
you say he was getting?"
'The tenns of McCracken's
deal were not disclosed by the
Sucks management, but Kuhne
said that the team signed him
for $300 and a box of Cuban
cigars.
"I insisted on the cigars,"
Kuhne said. ''Th.ink about it,
what is 15% of #300 anyway. I
had to get SOmething out of the
deal. Nex:t time I'll pick my
clients a little more carefully."
If, for -some reason, things
do not work out for McCracken
in the pros, Hillbilly Jim's has
learned that he plans on
pursuing a career as a trailer
park superintendent in the
Hillbilly Junction area.
Because of HCC's loss of
McCracken,
and
fellow
defenseman Sloshed LeWolf,
Dull says the team will be
hosting an open tryout camp in
late August to fill the two
vacated spots from the student
body.
.
''That should be fun," Dull
said. 'The other coaches and I
aren't looking fotward to it, but
what choice do we have?"
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Hillbilly Community College Strokers Scoreboard
S.--10; Landon Brade 0-2, 1-1-1; 51:are at
my Shit 4-10, 0-0--8; Bes.sy Cakeson 0-2, O0-0. Tocak FG 24, IT 14-19, PF 12, ro 11
UNO - Travis Tuttle l}-17, JO-H)-......36;
Joe Blow 1-10,3-3-5; Big Tits 14-i9, 3-731; TOil) Sawyer 4-9, 2-12-10; Socrates

NCC Ila's 8AIKEIULL
J992·2B 9Pndfnv,
Team
NCC
Overall
Skxh Dakota State ....... 12-0 . . . . 21-0
KatoMan Slate ................ 9--4 ......... .17-5

=~~ -: : : ....:· _--~ ·:·:::::··:~r~ , rc:t~~:~;~, 1~t';~~: i~
2

Snort Dakota Slate . ,......... 6-7 ............. 15-7

Momirigperson .... 5-7
.. 9-12
Snort Dakota....
.5-&...
. .12-10 .
Northern CocaCola .......... HI ............ 12-10
Omaha Beach ... ,
Poly.ma..

... 4-9

.... 10-12
.... 3-9..
... 10-11

sbm IAlios km:ro
JinSpinzman
SeenWarlock
NerdTrikesoo

'

Arel'rn:xski
PenisDick.s
Dark tine

456
"'

Simpoc.,n 2-9, 1~14; john FJway 2-2, }3--6. Totals: FG 25, Ff 14-12, PF 17, TQ 9.
3-point goals- HCC, Warlock 2, Dicks,
Trikeson; UND, Elway, Boxer. Rebounds-HCC , Spinzman 12; UNO, Boxer 13
Sieals-HCC, Warlock 2; UND, Simpson 2.
Bkx:b-HCC, Spinzman 4; UNO, Sawyer 2.

Assisls--,-HCC, Warlock 7; UNO, Johnson 4

Alli.

~~:~

332
200
192
171

91
R7

34 ·

6.8 ·

Fouled out-SCSU, none; UNO. Beethoven
_ ATI:-l,799

, 1997·9851andfnrt

78

Team
NCC
Ovcnll
ToadFishop
125
. Snor10akola ..
.. ... . 13--0:,......... 2!-1
5.7
Stare at my Shit
118
5.6
SoonDakolaState ......... 11-2 ........... 19-3
Bessy Cake.son
65
3.6
Nonht:m CocaCola ..........9-4 ............. 17-5
Herod Larson
15
LS
Slol:h Dakooi State ...........8-4 ............ 14-7
Larry Melson
17
Polyana ...............7-5 ......... 14-7
1.3
6.
·l.andon Brade
0.6
Hillbilly C.C. .. ,
7-fi...... 12-10
KatoManSlate ........... .4-9.......... .13-9
Frldm,'s box KPN
HCC
17 14 12 11-66
MomingpelSOn ............,.... 2-.10 .........8-12
UNO
11 22 22 33-99
Omaha lkach ............ .2-11....
.8-14
HCC - Seen Warloclt 9-13, 4-4-12; Jin
Slol:h Dakooi ............0-12..
.4-17
Spinzman 12-19, 4--4----31; Lue Peraski 610, l-2-10; Toad Fishop 3-7, 3-3--6; Peni~
Dicks 4-S, 3-3--12; Nerd Trikeson 2-7, 3-

WCHAHOCDY
129ZWQIA 'ilendi"fl
Team

W•L-T l'I"S GF GA

SnortD:ikcta .................... 15--4---131
WiscmiRun...
..... 14-S-129
HillblllyC.C. ............ 13-6-127
CocaColaCo!lege ......... 10-10-2 22
Minneso1a-Dul11own ... 10-11-121
MaDitchinTech .............8-13-117
Minnesoowta. ..
. 8-12-0 16
DoneHer ...................6-13-113
Anchomedge .................. 5-15-2 12

8949
70 53
71 57
74 78
70
67 87
69 65

n

• •. Starin'Clcrk/CC
PalGelfling/CC
Gay Panzy/UND
PhatGender.,;oo/UND
MacToga/SCSU
Diet Smut/UM
SlaveSpewhard/UM
Sodom Kakler/UND

64 80
36 64

~
MaDitchin Tech a! Hillbilly C.C. , 7c05 p.m
DoneHer at WISCOlliRun, 7:05 p.m
Anchorhedge at UM-Dulhown, 7:05 p.m

--

MaBithin Tech at Hillbilly C.C., 7:05 p.m
DoneHer at WlSCOlli Run, 7:05 p.m
An<:horti,-:dge at UM-DuUtown, 7:05 p.m
Minne=ta at Snort Dakooi, 2:05 p.m

WCHA Srodng lti!4<:Ci
fl.4.m •
ii A ea,.~
Hedge Buigh/UM
11 15 26
CaveGhoulsteen/UND 14 11 25
Cleave Reinprick/UW
JO 12 22
Hurt Surfing/UNO
4 19 23
Uk.I: P e ~ D
13 10 23
CleftScissoco;/UMD
9 14 23
Brian Swanson/CC
16 23
Henri Sewage/Mn)
14 22
Krag Flanderson/UW
18 22

12-24
6- 12
8-16
17-42

12
6
8
12
10
10

8
5

8 20 ll-22
1420 10-20
II 19
7 19 16-32
9 19
9 · 19 1~36
II 19 918
1419 1938

,.

-

•

WQJAC-.oalfrodlngl&¥1m
l..fW:m
lli:I GM .5l!t2
Gari Koming/UND
Rollie fhe Goalic/UW
LugMesskey/UAA
SykeRally/UW
FlyinPizza/SC;SU
SleazeReemU!'/1.JM
C.OlonAlphahet.sky/CC
Slephane Ragnar/DU
l.i.cy RugnetlCC
KarenKreilzer/UND
RaveRubnicker/MTIJ

11-1-1 1.67 .946
5-2--0 2.39 926
S-12-1 2'.56· .902
9-3-1 2.62 .915
13-5-1 2.n .913

6-10-0 2.95

.89')

7-5--0 "·3.17
S-H 3.41
3-3-1 3.45

.892

881

.898

4-3-0

3.69 .874

7-10-1

3.76

875

NCAA Division I Hockey Poll
l. Snort Dakooi (9)

WCHA

2. Boozin Univt:rnity COHEA
3. MaBitch~ Slate
CCHA
4. New HamfNer
HEA
5.MaBitchin
CCHA
6. Bail
~c
7.MyHammy{Ohio) · CX:HA
8. Wisconi Run
WCHA
9. Hillbilly C.C.
WCHA

18-36 . 10. Boozin College

HEA

21-4-1
19-4·2
20-4-5
19-5-1
23-6-1
17-4--0
18-6-4
19-8-1
16-8-2

16-8-4

HCC

(ECAC),

Northe rn

fdda)'lbruzmm:
3 3

U\V
Fi!St Period -

O

1-7

2--4

2

J. HCC, Mac Toga 14
(Sloshed I.eWolf, Fryin Fisch), 1:27, ppg. 2
SCSU, Toga 15 (Fisch, Le\tblO, 4:22. 3
SCSU, Pike Marischewin l!QacenScrewi!),
16:17. Penalties, UW, John Elway
(imerferance), ,46. UW, Phil Fling
(hooking),13:IO.SCSU,I.e\V91f(slashing),
14:p.
SecondPeriod-4.SCSU,ForgeAloo.a
11 (Screwit, Sat Gayley), 3:10. S. SCSU, Toga
16 (unassisted), 4:17. 6. UW, Cleave
Reinprick 13 (Krag FlandeOO'I. Blow Me on
key), 6:10, ppg. 7. UW, Johnson 4 (Kuk),
10:14. 8. SCSU, Fisch 7 (Alona, Screwit),
18:10. Penalties: SCSU, Gayley (roughing),
4:12. ~ . Ring(roughing),4:12. scsu,
Alona(s]ashing),5:10.
Third Period - 9. UW, Me on key 14
(Fling, Flanderson), 14:10. 10. uw,
Reinplick 14 (Me on key, E.Ric Raywhore),
15:11. 11. SCSU, Mike Lewinski 11 (Toga,
Le\tblO 19:00, eng. Penalties: SCSU,
Graffertey (roughing), 4:41. SCSU; Toga
(charging), 6:10. UW, R1L<;1:in Crack
(checking from behind) 13:10.
Shots on goal - SCSU, 12+7-23, UW,
4-12-15-31. Goalies - SCSU, Flyin Piua
31 shots--27 saves. UW, Syke Rally 23
16 saves. ATI-7,991.

sJloo.

14-28
7-14
13-26
5-10

(WCHA), Crest I
MaBitchin l (CCHA)

Othccttttjyiasvotes:
Dark.<;()l'I 20 (ECAC), SnQlleastern 19 (HEA),
Oreo State 12 (CCHA), CocaCola College l

Get ahead this summer.
sPending summer in the Twin
Cities? C6ntinue working
on your degree by taking a
summer class at Metro State
and still hold a summer job.
Most f;lasses are only one
evening a week. And they're
offered at several metro
locations. You'll get

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

CALLING ALL STUDENTS!!
FREE TUITION & SUMMER JOBS
.,.

$!J!J
STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
We have 2 and 4 br. apartments available from

$175

co

$225

Bridgeview South. Bridgeview West. Park Sou.th.
Oassic 500 and River Ridge.

v'

ll'Bldgs. with FREE computers for student use

Walking distance to campus v'lncercom entry buildings 1-IPrivace
bedrooms with locks
v'Telephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
v'Microwaves v'Off-sl'.reec ·park:ing v'Dishwashers v'Minibllnds on
all windows ti' Air conditioning ., lnterioc and exceria- areas welllighted tl'Well-maintained building and grounds

Great Jobs, Great Pay, Great Locations cmcl Great Benefds - TUI TI OI
REMBURSEMEIT, referral bomls, vacation, bcnises and NO LAY OFFS!!

@MANPOWER ot

~G«d'n~·

i-800-321-5411 or 320-251-1924

Midtown Office Building
3400 1st Street North, Suite
101
St.Cloud,MN
E/0/E
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Counting down ~e days 'til summer and graduation?
Overwhelmed by the th~ught of job 'hunting?
Come to the ACR

ACR has 35 beautiful group homes
where we serve people who are developmentally disabled. ACR also has 5
Retail outlets.
We have a variety of opportunities
available:
•Program Counselor
•Awake night Manager
•RN/LPN
. •Store Managers
•Maintenance Staff
•Accountants
•Emergency Floats

.EMPLOYMENT
-OPEN HOUSE
Monday, May 18 • 5pm - 9pm
Tuesday, May 19 • 11 am - 5pm
2055 Rice Street • Roseville
... and secure you~ future.

We will have
Refreshments and

ACROffers:
•Excellent benefits package
•Profit sharing plan
•Stock ownership·
•Competitive wages
•Rapid.Advancement Potential
Please call 488-9991

'PRIZES
at the
OPEN
HOUSE
·O
for more i_nformation

or to set up an interview if you are unable to attend the Open House.
••

•

•

I

•

ACR is located 2 blocks south of Hwy 36 on Rice street in Roseville

•
-

"

--

- ... _ -

,.,

-.,... ,-::,,;

--

- --- ----------'"
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You done made us proud
by Roller Girl
THE GODDESS OF GREEN
• F,9.r the seventh time this year,

two -.i'nembers of our trailer park
have appeared on a world famous
t.alkshow.
Billy Joe and his lovely wife,
Bambi, made our little community
very proud last Monday as they

graced the stage of "The Jerry
Springer Show."
"I was watching the show and
they always are asking for people
who cheat on their lovers and
this time when I saw that I thought
'this is my chance to be a star,"'

Bambi said. Bambi
she was able to call
from the grocery store
works in town so
wouldn't be aware of

explained
the show
where she
Billy Joe
what was

happening.
Bambi's inspiration to "be a
star'' came when she saw others
members of Hillbilly Jim's Trailer.
Park community on various talk

shows earlier this year.
"I believe we have the largest
representation on talk shows of all
the trailer parks in this area," said
Hillbilly Jim, owner and operator of
the trailcrpark, He should be very
proud."
Billy Joe was not as enthusia~tic
atxmt this television appearance at
first.
"I was real suspicious when they
called me," Billy Joe remarked.
"They told me someone close
wanted to reveal a secret."
Billy Joe said he never
suspected it had anything to do
with Bambi.
His first thought was the secret
had something to do with Hillbilly
Jim.
''The water in this padc always

tasted furuiy," Billy Joe said. "I just to tell the rest of the story for the
figured. Hillbilly Jim wasn't tellin' segment 'I Slept With Your
us something."
Brother."'
Then, the couple appeared on a
Bambi explained the c_ouple has
segment of the highly rated a special situation, in that Jake is
Springer show titled, "I Slept With not only Billy Joe's uncle, but also
His Uncle."
'·
his brother.
There were four other couples Call the trailer park's 24-Hour
on the show, but no one as stunning Television Listing Hotline for
as our own Billy Joe and Bambi.
the date and time of Billy Joe,
Bambi and Billy Joe have been Bambi, and Jake's next
married for six years.
appearance on ''The Jerry
Recently, Bambi began having Springer Show." If you see them
an affair with Billy Joe's uncle, around the trailer park or at
Jake. She decided it was time Billy
Joe knew. She was a Jeny Springer ~~~ ~eb% ~;~~fu~~~~~~ i~~ Photos by Ron Reverse _Jeremy
-fan and knew this was the place.
next appearance.
Billy Joe proudly stands near his second love. .
When Bambi revealed her secret
affair, Jake came out onto the stage
and a brawl immediately ensued.
''They had the biggest fight that
I've ever seen on that show,"
Bambi said. ''They both made me
real proud."
After getting their aggressions
out, Jake and Billy Joe were able
to reconcile their differences and
Bambi pledged to never cheat on
her Billy Joe again.
"Did you see how he fought for
me?" Bambi asked. 'That really
shows me he loves me."
The show proved to be a good
experience for the three and they
even got Jerry Springer's
autograph.
'That Jerry Springer guy put us
all up in a fancy motel," Jake said.
"He even bought all us a couple of
40s!"
Jerry Springer gave all of his
guests some money for their
appearance.
Jake Says he used his money to
buy a pickup truck to attract ladies
now that Bambi is off limits.
"It was a lot of fun," Billy Joe
said. "Jerry is going to have us back Billy Joe takes a minute away from wife Bambi to reflect on his few moments of fame.

O.ut-of-this-world intercourse foiled
by Dayna Skulky
STAFF WRITER

It is like something out of ''The X-Files,"
but this is real life.
Trailer Park Safety confinned on Tuesday
that the Department of Couch Potato Life has
been involved in cult activity for the past
three years.
Suspicions were aroused last week when a
passerby noticed strange lights flickering in
the windows of Parrot Hall, where the offices
of Potato Life are.
"At first I thought they were just having a
techno-dance party or something," said
witness Billy Bo Bob Jean.
TPS Officer Goofus Gallant admitted that
in his two years working with TPS he, too,
had noticed strange. things coming from
Parrot Hall late at nighL
"I just assumed there were lots of technodance parties going on," Gallant said.
His curiosity got the better of him,
however, when he heard what he described as
"blood-curdling screams" coming from the

building. He immediately called for back-up, employees for questicining, Gallant and
and, when it arrived 50 minutes later, he and another officer searched the office for clues.
his fellow officers stonned the hall, stopping What they found left therri stunned.
only to ticket a car that had been parked in 30
It didn't take long before the officers
minute ~king for 37 minutes.
, discovered that the cult was trying to contact
Inside, the TPS officers followed the scent an alien spacecraft. At the scene was the book
of incense to an
"How to Contact an
upstairs
office,
Alien Spacecraft," a dart
where Potafo Life
board with Heaven's
Director
Shitty
Gate leader Marshall
Giggolo and several
Applebaum's face on it,
other dept. workers
and all four Alien
were
huddled
movies on videotape.
around a table full of
Shitty Giggolo
it would andLater,
small
rodents, ·
the other members
.Gradey's deviled
confessed that they had
crab salad, and an
been trying to summon
autographed picture
aliens.
They
also
of John Tesh.
revealed their reasons.
"Right away we
According to the
potato director, the
suspected
Shitty Giggolo
something
was
group was trying to get
CAN'T REMEMBER
, unusual," Gallant
rid of all trailers in
said. "I mean, it was
Hillbillyjunction and
obvious this wasn't
tum it into the world's
any techno-dance party."
first trailer park city. With the help of several
While several officers held the Potato Life other groups at major
trailer parks

Nothingreally. We
just thought
be cool to have them
at our techno-dance
parties.

throughout the country, they would
eventually change the world.
A later search turned up evidence that the
couch potato cult has been responsible for
such issues as the building of a new rec hall,
which they hope to use as a landing pad for
their alien spacecraft, and the park
beautification project, which brought in trees
they claim can be eaten by the alien visitors.
The cult is also responsible for getting the
word "dump" changed to "trailer villa" "It just sounds better," Giggolo said
Giggolo and the group were on the verge
of summoning their supematuraJ powers to
cause an earthquake that would swallow up
all out-of~park housing. 1.ney could not
complete this task, ·however, because they
could not find a virgin to sacrifice.
Although the group is being under
psychiatric evaluation, one question remains
to be answered What do contacting aliens
and converting the world to trailer parks have
to do with each other?
"Nothing, really," Shitty Giggolo
admitted. "We just thought it'd be cool to
have them at our techno-dance parties."
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be a dangeroµs proposition for a

by Traylor Bunny
MAN HANDLER

When my husband Slim comes
home from a hard day of worlcin'
at the poultry breedin' farm, I like
to have a hot meal waitin' for him
and some cold beer chillin' in my
Frigidaire.
Now ladies, I know you know
what I mean 'bout feedin' your
man right away. A hungry man can

f him and let the smell of pork

woman.
It's all about keepin' one step

chops an' macaroni an' cheese
divert his attention away from

ahead of 'em.
That's why I get home from the
beauty parlor an hour 'fore he does

you.
When ya bring him tµs third'•·
helping and eighth -beer, be sure to

so I can get to cookin'.

The next step's to slide his food
right under his nose while he's still
tryin' to find the wrestlin' match
on the TY.
Just set up a tray right in front

Thinking about selling your

~TM'fNK

~

· AGAIN!

take his belt away from him as

soon as he slides it off to fit in his
last helping of dinner.
Ladies, I know you know what

he's gonna reach for as soon as the
wrestlin' match is over and he

because of the excitement of
restlin'.
As long as he don't have
ything to twirl at ya. your safe
uz he's too drunk to aim at ya
ith his fists and actually hit ya.
Just be sure to have that iron
ryin' skillet tucked behind your
ack.MOmma didn't give that to ya
n your wedding day to fry eggs in
that's your protection.
fes~w what your thinkin' now

• Save your books for the Fall
Book Exchange & resell them
for more money

tired, adding more food to his last
couple o' beers is gonna make him
right tired.
He'll doze
By now,
right off to
he's gonna be
droolin' in no
a little tired
time.
from the
I guarantee
heavy meal
it. Last thing I
and beer and
But as long as
want is for Slim
whiskey and
to be wide
· all.
there's still late
awake after I
..
But as long
gone
to bed.
night wrestlin' to
as there's still
late night
I gotta get
watch, he1I start in up at 5 a.m. to
wrestlin' to
start my beauty
watch, he'll
on another 12
regimen and
start in on
another 12
pack and hunker · head off to
open Dolly's
pack and
down in.front of Beauty Shack.
hunker down
Take it from
in front of the
the 1v.
me ladies, bein'
1V.
one step ahead
My speciaJ
Traylor Bunny
o' your man
trick is to
SMUT WRITER
after he gets
~ : ~~f
home from
jerky on hand
work is a sure
for him to snack on during the last
fire way to be beauty rested and
of the night's wrestlin'.
gorgeo.us in the momin'.
Since he's already still a little
That's all it takes.
to much.

ll-'---------------;aa=------==-=-----=;ii ■ finishes his 12 pack, all riled up

books back before semesters ...

Thursday, Mar, 14 1998

couple swigs o' whiskey handy to
kill the pain, he ain'I gonna holler

He sure is gonna be mad once
wakes up from that bonkin' on
he head, but long as y6u got a

• Over 75% of books are being.g
reused next fall
~
• The Book Exchange will start
the first day of classes fall
semester in the Atwood Bal/room

For more information •call
the Student Book Exchange,

654-5544

9ef.feehouse
\tJft,ery
, 14 ,ifth Ave. S.
(across from

the Red Carpet)

voted <13est Gourmet C-Offee in St. Cloud
vegetarian ~ vegan menu items available
breathable atmosphere (smoke free!)
, ~
only 3 minutes from campus
a great place to study
we roast our own coffee
homemade soups, stews ~ pa,;ta salads
homebaked breads. desserts ~ pies

Treat Yo111'telf.
-Yo11've Ba1'11,'e.rl It. ,
Pirate's Cove Graduation
Buffet
Friday, May 27 -- 1 to 3:30 pm,
....... $16.95 per person
includes PR Au Jus, Chicken Breast, Broiled
Walleye, Santa Fe Tortillini, Garlic Whipped
Potatoes, Vegetable, Garden Salad, Rolls & Butter

lfete,vationt Preferred
Pirate's Cove
7355 River Road NE,
Sauk Rapids

•

®

FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS
WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud • (320). ·252-2600

Thursday, May 14, 1998
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New 'sheriff' or plain 'Qle. pain~in~the-***?
stitch on. And the drink.in' problem, whew,
don't get me started."

Spamy Buttcheese/Head photo-geek
I think this is the Hillbilly Racism Panel.
Miss Ho hails from sum northern town up

by Jane Doe

nar Canadia, sumptin like Brokedick Park.

Thar's a new Sheriff in town and her name
ain't Earp. Although it could be "gulp."
It's Krissy Ho, she's the riew trailer park

(Why any fool would name a town after a
president is beyond us.)
"It's always been one of my favorite
places to hang up ma hat and rest my poor
tired back," Ho said. "I'm sure I'll miss home

commission president, and families all over
Hillbilly Jim's arc runnin' fer cover.

saw chillins running aroound without nary a

THE GIFTED

but there's so much to do here. Why, I even

She's been in charge of a bunch of
childrens at a trailer park called Saint
Sumptin-or-other even furtha up the road.
• These childrens had control over a whole
mess of other childrens and a newspaper to
boot. Ho's job was much the- same as a
politician's - she talked smart and said a
whole lot without really sayin' much. ·
She hates most people, but especially .
groups of people that complain Or make her
cry. Her tum-ons include wearing short skirts
at meetings and clandestine roundassvous's
with junior editors at newspapers. O may git
lucky yet, and I ain't even broke, fat or lazy well, not too lazy.) Her perfect date would be
to sit and listen to a rich young man talk about
her for the evening while neither confinning
nor denying anything.
She apparently likes to style -herself after
the woman who wants to ..stop the insanity,"
every night on the T & A channel. In an effort
to keep herself as nil.sty as possible, in order
to be able to keep others off guard, she likes
to take long cold showers and tells everyone
they're for stamina.
In a recent interview, a fonner counterpart
said Ho was an admirable opponent, but
added she nee& to lighten up, more than a
bit.
"I never saw anyone with more intestinal
fonitude as her," said Starvin' Cry_man, a

CA I H---;;;;;.-;o;;--1
I

I

BOOKS

I

!
I

________ . __ _ _ ..JI

BRING THEM TO
SCSU BOOKSTORE
ON CAMPUS
Extended Hours:
7:45 am - 8:00 pm

Wed,:Thur.

May 13-14

Fri,

May 15

7:45 am - 4:30 pm

Mon.·Thur.

May 18-21

7:45 am • 6:00 pm

iocal complainer at Ho;so\d trailer park. "She
must have sumptin up there. Why 'ma sister'
only bawled once in front of a group of
concerned residents. Anyway, she's preuy
good at organization and I hear tell she ain't
too shabby at the two-step."
.
Some of the local residents have
expressed deep concern about the recent
addition of Ho to the Hillbilly Jim
community. Especially her ideas . of takin
mistreated childrens away from parents and
putting them to work'in the coUncil office as
directors of the fee committee.
"Now, as J recollect, the last yankee
redneck what tricp to take my littJe Scoobie
away ended up with a load of buckshot in the
seat of her pants," said Edna Phi sh, park painin-the-you-know-what for more than 30 years
and houscmate of some guy folks call ."the
weasel."
Edna adopted Scoobie, Micky and Dicky
after their mother was killed in a freak
livestock accident out on Route 23, near the
Silver Stump Tube Steak factory in 1962.
Upon hearing Edna's comment, Ho
replied, "I'm glad people like her are around.
I look forward to a battle of the wits and a
good tongue lashin' ."
In any event, Ho's arrival here· will
certainly raise the interest of some and peak
the anger of many others. I guess we'll have
ta wait ta see if she's as gocxl as they say she
is. Ohope so.)
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Housing
EFRCIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Gall 259-4841.
Plug.jns $20/$35 garages.

•

2-BDRM. $205/mo.
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, Water, garbage &
parl<ing/plug-in inciuded. 654-8300.

• !·

1· & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available fo( mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only."
can 240-9483..

FORESTVIEW
large 1- & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quie~ wal<-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and waler pd., $360-$430/mo.
251-6969.

Classifieds

Thursday, May 14, 1998

NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
tired of roommates? Call us today!
253-1154.

Policies:

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1·,2· and 4-bdrm.

• Deadline: · Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon ·Friday for Monday's
edition.
·
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
•Classi6.eds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has lieen.
established with the Untverstty Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of spaee.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available -at 2553943 o r 25~2164, during business hours ~nd ask for classifieds.

apts. with various floor plans and
amentties. Choose your size and
slyle. Basic ulil. pd. Northern Mgmt
654-8300.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management
·
STILL LOOKING?
quiet, spacious 1-,2· & 4-bdrm. apls.
in 8-plex. Free private reserved ·
parl<ing. Laundry, heal pd., $360$430. 251-6969.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
HOUSE TO SHARE JUNE AND
2-BDRM. APTS.'
parl<ing, laundry, cable, keyed
. JULY
very nice, newly remodeled, $275 $95/mo., laundry, parl<ing, deyed rooms, walking distance. Tammy
-$295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. lo
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
252-9839.
rooms, Chartotte 252·9839.
c;,mpus. Call Greg, 267-3291, ·
Select Prop www.rentneVad!-'select
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
FEMALE ROOMMATES
NOW RENTING
4-BDRM. APTS.
wanledloshare4-bdrm.house. Gall for !he 1998-99 school year. 251·
2-BDRM.
240-9594.
1814 or scsuhoosing.com. Campus
in four-plex by Halenbeck: Hall. 2 kx:alions, 1 & 2 ba1hs, heal pd.,
3-BDRM. APTS.
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
Management.
Summer~all. Gall 251-894 t.
very nice, $245 each,-1-yr. lease, 1
Mgmt 251-6005.
MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
blk. lo campus. Call Greg, 267heal pd., close to $CSU, parl<ing,
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
OLYMPIC II
3291, 251-4160, N/A265-t274.
RAVINE APTS.
laundry, ow. Excel Mgmt 251 · 4-bdrm. apt DW, A/C. 240-0679,.or
3 to 4-bdrrns. Near hockey center. 4SINGLE ROOM
6()()5.
250-0679.
bdrm. split units with two full baths. Fall 1998. 253-7116.
male, female, summer or fall. 1 blk.
DW, micro., security, garages and
CAMPUS EAST
to campus, on 5th Ave.
ITS NOTTOO LATE!
SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE
ports. Heal paid. 253-1154.
large 4-bdrms. with 2 full baths. Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
call today to see an apt.et!, 3
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
Extra storage. DW, garages,
&4 bdrm. avail. 253-1154 or June 1. Util., parl<ing pd. 253-6606.
WALK TO CLASS
1-BDRM. APT. AVAIL 611
www.rent.net'ads/select
single rooms avail. 1 blk. to campus, security. Heal pd. 253-1154.
quiet, upper duplex near Lake
AMENmES PLUS
free heat water etc. Ind. tease, only
YOUR.CHOICE
UNIVERSITY NORTH
George. Cable, heat, water, parking
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
$175/mo. 654-8300.
6 S1.Cloud kx:alions. 1·,2· and 4- included. No smoking. Reference. also 1· and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus 2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heal pd. ,
bdrm. apts. Vanous floor plans. $350/mo. 255-5323.
line. Riverside Properties, 251 - DW, NC, 1.5 balhs, Rwerside Prop.
EFRCIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
Starting al $175/mo. 654·8300.
251-8284, 251-9418.
8284, or251-9418.
APTS.
TAKE A BREAK
close lo downtown and SCSU, heal
AFFORDABLE
le! us find an apl. that's right for you.
WEST CAMPUS
pd., Rr,er.;ide Prop. 251-8284, 251·
UNIVERSITY APTS.
4-bdnn. apts., WeslYiew, close lo 1,2 and 4-bdnn. ~I. Call .654- .. 4-bdnn. and single roo~ avail. 2 large,bdrms. ~ -to,SCSU
•
9418.
new SCSU library, heal pd., NC, 8300.
.
Near Halenbeck, heat mcluded. . downtown, heal pd., DW. Riverside •
·ow.
251-8284,
251.9418.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
Individual leases. $175/mo. 654- 251-8284, 251-9418.
8300. .
MICHIGAN PLACE
IMMEDIATELY
WE CARE
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies.
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN +BDRM. •
APT.
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call your satisfaction is our No.1 goal. 1- 1 balh. Quiel S.E. kx:ation. On bus
2· and 4-bdrm. apts: In great line. Heal pd., A/C, $405/mo.
APTS.
heal pd., parl<ing, laundry, DW,
252-2633.
communily. Call 654-8300.
·
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
heat pd., DW, m~ro., NC, interrom intercom entry. Excel Mgmt 251·
NO MORE ROOMMATES
_entry, parl<ing. E.P.M. 251-6()()5.
6()()5.
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
CAREFREE LIVING
1 and 2-bdrm. Quiet area. On bus
line. Free parking, heat , water, etc. heal pd., parl<ing, laundry, A/C, enjoy the finer things in life. We do
BENTONWOOD APTS.
3-BDRM.APT.
SCSU close. Hurry few left. Excel, all the work for you. Northern Mgmt. 2-bdm apls. near Hwy. 10 and 23. 380 51h Ave. s. 3 people $825/mo. 4 .
$180/mo. 654-8300.
251-6005.
654-8300.
Avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 12-mo. leases people $900/mo. Quality living, Dan
1-AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
$380-$400. 10-mo. leases $440 • 251-1925.
close lo $CSU. Heal pd. , on bus
DRINK A COLD ONE
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$460. Heat pd., on bus.line, micro.
line. · Riverside Properties. 251- while we do the work for you. Our $190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk. incl. Dan 251-1925.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
8284, or 251-9418, ,
lenan1s rate us #1. Call today 654- to campus, nice! ·Call 267-3291, or
OPENINGS
8300.
251-4160.
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. lnciudes
BEACHWOOD A!JTS.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 1-bdnn. apts. near heal, DW, mk:ro., NC, bloos. 575
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
HALENBECK APTS.
4-bdrm units across from campus.
Cobom's. 12-mo. leases $320- 71h SI. S. 252-9226.
APT.
now renting for summel' and fall. $350. 10-mo. lease $360-$390. Dan
Clean qua!ily living. DW, NC, heal
8-BDRM. HOUSE
pd. Coolact Equily Investments, Jeff on 51h Ave. Non-<imoking. Starting Two full bathrooms; 4-bdrm. apts. 251-1925.
June or August. 259-9434.
259-9434.
avail. Aug.1. 2 kitchens, 3
420-1290, or 251-8284.
bathrooms, washer/dryer, free
2· AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
METROVIEW APTS.
M & MAPTS.
for women. Heai elec. pd. Parl<ing, parl<ing. $215/per.;on. Must have 8
people. Call Apartment Finder.;,
now renting for '98-'99 school year. 1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2· 2· and 3-bdrm., close lo SCSU, laundry. Close, quiet 253-0451.
4-bdrm. apts., all freshly updated. bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445. decks, DW, heal pd., NC, security
259-4040.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Poof, garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
259-9434.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet 251-8284, 251 -9418.
4-bdrm. apl., heal pd., DW, micro., ·
IVY APTS.
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
NC, parl<ing and carports, laundry. 4-bdrm. apts., DW, micro., secunly
1-BDRM. APT.
5-bdrm. for 5-6 people. 8-bdrm. for
EPM 251-6005.
and basic cable included. Heal pd.
4-BDRM. APTS.
starting August. 1 blk. from campus.
9-11 people. 9-lidrm. for 9-10
259-9673.
people. Great SCSU kx:alions, Dan $195110-mo. lease, $175112-mo. Util., parl<ing included. 259-9434.
4-BDRM. APT.
lease. Heat and basic cable
251-1925.
2-car garage, with opener, heat,
CONVENIENT HOUSES
included. 259-9673.
5-BDRM. HOUSE
laundry, central_ air & city util. close to SCSU and downtown,
to share, 1-3 room avail. Free included. $200/mo. each. Avail. locked bdrms., heal pd., spacious.
4-bdrm. u~ATo~~mpus. Two
M & M SUITES
wastvdry, parking. Call Tim 255- Sep!. 1st 259-5671 .
Rwer.;ide Property 251-8284, 251·
showers, OW, micro., security. Heat . 1 room efficiencies avail. surrmer 0870.
9418.
pakl. 253-1154.
. ~:;g_~NC, ulil., cable TV i[lduded.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
with private bathroom and NC for 6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone ·in 4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
MALE WANTED
4-BDRM. HOUSE
the older student Util. inciuded. each bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.
lo share +bdrm. apt near campus.
block from campus. 253-1154,
has rooms for rent. Summer months 706 61h Ave. S. 252-9226.
Selecl Properties.
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
and/or next fall. Near SCSU
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
campus. $200/mo. plus util. For
1-BDRM. $260,IMO. 2-BDRM. AT
STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
$240/MO.
dose to campus. Utilities pd. more info. call Dawn at 320 285summer rates $99/mo. all ulil. pd. .
MANAGEMENT
'
in 3-bdrm., 1 balh house kx:aled on except phone. Also renting for fall . has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
Available invnediately. Reasonable 4875.
Northside.
Avail.
imm. and winter. Call Dave after 5 p.m., women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
rent Short-term leases. Telephone
4-BDRM. APTS.
heaVwater/util./trash removal not 251-5246.
252-6153, leave a message.
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
various floor plans. Call 259-9283
included. 255-2082.
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3- & 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations fo choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Propefties.

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management, 251-1814.
4_bd~Nl:it:sal!!/~~i~~ NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building.

$189-$210/mo.,

plus

parking. Call SM & M 253-1100.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
·many styles and locations. One call
re$ i}all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm., security, DW, micro.; heat.
240-0679, 250-0679.

1- BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo.-lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
parking included.

9~f~J~t~e,

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. CampuS
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
_4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
m~ros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

Notice,;
STEARNS COUNTY PUBLIC
HEALTH
will be sponsoring its monthly
=u~~tt~n1!i~ ~~eS~~uci'O:
area al the localions and times
indicated. The vaccine is provided
by the Minnesota Department of
Health for use in public clinics.
There is a $6 per immunization

:~~:~:~~e~~~ies~~

c~:d:
be billed for those who are eligible.
Appointments are not reqoired but
are requested. To schedule an
appoin1ment, please call Steams
County Publ~ Health at 656-6155
or, if long diSJ;lnce, 1-800-450-5893.

Personals
"OLE" COOKIES!
to my two great friends Amy & Nati.
I am proud of yqu! Wish I could be at
graduation. Buena suerte, os quiero
guapisimas!
Josecito .

JESUS AND SATAN.ARE
PRETEND
"Non physical reality" is a
contradiction of terms. The physical
universe is . all that there can
possible be. To be a Christian, you
must be homeless and live in
groveling ·
poverty.
(Luke
14:33)(Matt.
19:21)(Luke
12:33)(Luke 11 :41 )(Malt. 6: 19·
21)(Mark 10:23)(Luke 18:22)(Phil.
3:8)(Luke 3:11)(Matt. ·5:42)(Luke
6:29-30)(Matt. 5:40)(Matt. 10:910)(Ac1s 2: 44-45) Dare to ques1ion.
Atheism is true.
HI CUTIE,
I saw you on the "Price is Right".
Must say "Hi". Call 1-612-901-4805,
leave message.
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~une 10toAug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
507-373-6002.
for apt. bids., ·evenings_ work. Also
cleaning persons.:_
· eau:. RiVE!rside
.
WEEKEND JOB?'
SPRING BREAK '98
Property 251-82M ·
. .' ,
. Friendship Ventures is hirjng camp
staff to work Friday 5:30 p.m. • free food and dririks! Cancun,
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
part time. A1 heme. Toll Free 1-800- located near Annandale, just 25 min. $399 and up. Qrganize a small
218-9QOC>Ext. T-3883 for listings.
S.E. of St. Cloud and Eden Prairie. group & travel FREE! Highest
Work 2 • 12 weekends ths summer, commissions & lowest prices! Call
FOR SALE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
WANTED
and could continue next school Surt & Sun Tours to become a
$45,000, noc4/d.10blks. toSCCU.
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
Work done, not fixer upper; 320- body wrap technician needed for yearl Work wnh adults & kids wi1h
inch loss Salon. Wiil tfil,in. Summer/ disabilities. Will train. All majors can
253-4887 leave msg.
part-time help. P~k up appl. at .709 apply, both guys and women SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ YOU
- .
CHOOSEI!
W. St. Germain Suite 240.
weloome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
GEO METRO LSI 1996
NY, Pl( New England. Instructors
friendl@spacestar.com
excellent cond. 4-door, low miles.
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
$5,500 or b/o. Call evenings 203''THE FUNNEST JOB YOU'LL
. basketball, lifeguards, baseball,
.
LIVE-IN ATTENDANT
8966.
EVER HAVE"
no we're not the peace core, we're ligh1 house-keeping and ·cool<ing. gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene
Streisand, 1-800-443-13428.
1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
KCLD- MUSIC IN MOTION. We're Call Chad at 656-9233.
only 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Scott looking . for fun, outgoing &
· $1,000 POSSIBLE
529-8280, leave message.
~sponsible people to join our team
Attention
- ~ - ~ - - - - - ·• of mobile DJ's. If you would like to reading books. Part time. At home.
1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
have a grea1 time earning summer Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. RDARE TO BE THIN!
. 550 motorcycle ·15,000M. Great income call Derik at 320-251-1450, 3883 for listings.
Or. Recommended - student
condition. Car1 253-3335, evenings. e~. ~35.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
discounts. No drugs - no exercise.
GET IT ALL!!
enjoy working and playing ou1doors Call 1-800-373-7792.
65 GALLON AQUARIUM
money!
travel!
experienceL with children. Swimming, campfires,
st
FALL TRANSFER STUDENT
~;~~1!1~ons a~~d f~~!~niniravw:: friendships! fun! 709-1201.
kayaks, . climbing wall and water
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp is looking for students from SCSU
College graduate leaving area
LARGEST RESIDENTIAL
located 30 minutes S. W. of who comfnute daily Jrom Brainerd.
June 1, must sell $300 or best
PAIN'llNG COMPANY-IN THE
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and Will share travel expenses. Please
offer call 202-1630, please
NATION
.
w6men.. Certified lifeguards, call Jill 218-829-3683.
leave message.
is now hiring painters and job site· program counselors, envir. ed,.
managers for the summer. No assistants, and arts and crafts
NEED AN ATTORNEY?
experience necessary. Work in your instructor.
10-12
wks.
of need legal advise, help, moving
Employment
hometown. $6-$1Mlr. Call 1-888- employment start June 13. M,us1 be violatioos? Gan't afford a lawyer?
277-7248.
18 or older. Training provided. Gall me! 320-529-0651.
TAIWAN/ JAPAN
Salary plus room · and board.
company expanding internationally
. COUNSELING MAJOR OR
SEIZED CARS
Preference given to colle·ge
seeks several individuals to assist
GRAD. STUDENT DESIRED
from $175. Porsches, CadillaCS,
with expansion. Attitude over for summer position working as staff students internships we19()1Tle. can Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
for
app_.
or
!nterview,
612-474-8085.
resume. Contact 253-0698.
support director in northern
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1·
Minnesota children's camp. We are
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
NANNIES!
P.T. & F.T. PERMANENT
seeking an individual with the live-in positions with Prescreened current listings.
POSmONS AVAIL
personality and skills to counsel,
marketing a product no one has, ·guide, supervise and motivate a Nationwide Professional Families.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
everybody needs and everybody
from pennies on $1 : Delinquent tax,
can afford. No exp. necessary, team of 25 college age camp commitment! Nannies Elite. Call repo's, your area; Toll free 1..aoocounselors.
Unique
work Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
complete training. If you are hohest, envirooment allows you to spend
218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
motivated
and
have
an time in the out-doors working hands LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
listings.
= ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~:pJease,,}:all on· with people. Housing at .a
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
EUROPE • SUMMER '98
beautfful lake side setting, all meals BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
$209 (each way plus taxes).
THECmES?
RESIDENT MANAGER
and a seasonal slipend are
seeking person to assist in provided. For additional info. e-mail Friendship Ventures is hiring college Garibbearv Mexico $229 rA. Call 1·
managing a 15 unit apt. building cbgwc@uSlink.net or call 320-654- students. We will provide the 800-326-2009.
training if you provide the positive http: //www.airhitch.org
located near SCSU campus. Gall 086
_ _ 5·_ _ _ _ _ _ __
att~ude and energy! Earn a salary
253·llOO. SM & M.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
TEACH HOCKEY/50 SUMMER
plus free room & board! .Many
positions avail. at Camp Friendship for halp and hope call St. Cloud
SHOW A CHILD YOU CAREII
JOBS:
. Minnesota children's camp located private children's camps, NY, PA, and Eden Wood serving children & Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
with
developmental Hotline. 253-1962. 400 Eas1 St.
among tall pines and. clear lakes, New England. 6120 - 8120. Call adults
disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE Germain, Suite 205, St. Cloud.
seeks counselors and instructors for · Ar1ene Streisand, .1-800-443-6428.
1-800-450-8376.
RESUME SERVICE
1friendl@spacestar.com
~~~:~ing '9tifecg~en~~~:;b}i;
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
studenl packages. 240-2355.
riding, sailing and windsurting. For teach basic conversational English
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
an
application
e-mail in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
JOBS
cbgwc@uslink.net or call 1_800 _ Competitive wages+ benefits. Ask
us how! 517 336-0629 ext. K56811. excellent benefits ..World TravebAsk two barbers, all cuts, w~lk-ins. 251451 •5270 _
us how! 517,324-3090,ext. C56813. 7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed,
for
ROTC,
Guard
.
HELP WANTED
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
men/women earn $375 weekly
Headquarters and all other
ELK YOUTH CAMP
POSmONS AVAIL
processing/assembling Medical I.D. near Brainerd needs cabin students, $5. All other weekdays,
will train, flexible hrs., competitive
cards at home. lmrilediate counselor, water-front people, craft $6.
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.
openings, ybur local area. No specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
experience necessary, will train. Call specialist, music_ leader, nurse.
SALES PERSONS NEEDED
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
seasonal, flexible hrs., good pay.
Computer portrait kiosk @ 118M.
Crossrtoads. Call 612-295-6486 for
SUMMER WORK
info.
$12.25 TO START ,
B.Y.O.B.
no experience necessary. FT/ PT.
be your own boss. Motiyated quality Flexible hrs. Scholarships avail. 320
people only. For appointment. Call 203-1300.
253-0698.
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
$1,500 WEEKLY
desperately wanted by infertile,
potential mailing our circulars. Free hopeful parents. All races needed.
with s tudent ID
information. Call (410) 783-8275.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $3,500.
Please call OPTIONS 800 886·
POSmON OPENINGS
9373.
two upper elementary teachers.
Long-term subsrnute positions for
ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
'98-'99 School year. Salary, as per THE SUMMER AND WANT A JOB
salary schedule. Apply to: Dennis
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
Fogelson, Superintendent I.S.D. oonsider beooming PIT school bus
#306 Route 2, Box 1 Laporte, MN driv~r. No experience needed, we
D.M. Van Nos trand, M.D.
56461. Please include letter of train. Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. - 8:30 ' a.m.
application and credentials.
AND 2 p.m. · 4:15 p.m. $8.50 •
4180 'Thielman Lane, Suite 10,1-St. Cloud
$10.SMlr. Call Spanier Bus 251(320) 251-3666
3313. We are hiring all summer.

For Sale

1993 CHEVY SUBURBAN
red, 81,500M.Asking $15,850orwill
trade. You have to see this one to
believe ths price. Call Harry at 6853123.

su~~itf€H~~~~~J~D A

Attention: Aviatio

eff-1®®1A

Flight Physical

Only $30

Occupational
Medicine
Clinic:
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Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
1 10
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
· 1 Yean
No CREDIT,. No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!
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Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

. -------------~---------------------------~
.
ORDER FORM
.
, Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cq.rdsi? ..

YES!

._;

I Want Cc-\•t·M•Wffl=l•l•NQ;M9·1! Credit Cards immediately.
. GA.CC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name ...................... ..................................... ....... _ _ __

_ _____ .............................................. ..

Address ...................................................................................................................... _ _ _ ___ ........................................
City .......................- - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - -- - State .......................................... Zlp .. ................. :: .................. ..

